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Abstract. PSMaude is a probabilistic extension of Maude that provides an expressive prob-
abilistic strategy language to quantify the nondeterminism in probabilistic rewrite theories,
allowing the user to specify different probabilistic strategies on top of a base model. In this
paper we use PSMaude to define a formal, executable real-time model of the aggregation and
interneuronal propagation of the α-synuclein (α-syn) protein causing Parkinson’s disease (PD).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort to formally model the spatial, multicellu-
lar aspect of α-syn accumulation in detail, i.e., the propagation of the pathogenic aggregates
through a neural network that is dynamically changing as a consequence of aggregation-
induced neuronal death. We then define different probabilistic strategies on top of our model
to formalize the aggregation and propagation of α-syn in three different scenarios: (i) in a
healthy individual, (ii) in a predisposed individual with either the sporadic or the familial form
of PD, and (iii) in a predisposed individual that is given some treatment with rapamycin. The
strategies are time-dependent, since the brain becomes more predisposed to PD with aging.
We then use PSMaude to simulate our model in these different scenarios.

1 Introduction

The α-synuclein (α-syn) is a protein with unknown function that has been linked to the progression
of Parkinson’s disease (PD) [63] by being the most abundant protein in Lewy bodies, the neuropatho-
logical hallmark of this disease. It is necessary to understand how α-syn spreads and accumulates
in the brain under different pathobiological scenarios, e.g., in a healthy brain, or in a brain that is
predisposed to PD, in order to find different ways to prevent or delay the onset and progression of
PD. It is also necessary to understand how different therapies affect the spread of α-syn. At the
same time, both in vivo and in vitro experiments can be challenging for several reasons, e.g., they
can be unethical or may require large amounts of resources, etc. It would therefore be very valuable
to have an in silico formal, executable model [29] of the spread of this protein that would allow
us to reason about the effect of different therapies, for example by realistic simulations and other
forms of formal analysis. However, defining useful models of the spread of α-syn poses a number of
challenges for formal modeling, including:

– The need to model both aggregation and propagation of α-syn in the brain.
– The need to model brain regions. Neurons behave differently in different regions; e.g., dopamin-

ergic neurons in the midbrain are more susceptible to neurodegeneration than neurons in other
regions [26], and the folding and aggregation dynamics of α-syn is different from one region to
another [40,45]. Furthermore, α-syn might propagate differently between neurons in the same
brain region and between neurons in different brain regions.

– To model propagation, a model of the neural networks, that are changing dynamically due to
the aggregation-induced death of neurons, is needed.

– It is also important to make a distinction between the different types of aggregates, since they
have different dynamics and grow at different rates.



– To model the α-syn aggregation process precisely, it is necessary to model the actual contents
of each aggregate.

– Both probabilistic and real-time behaviors must be modeled.
– The probabilities with which certain events take place depend on both the age of the brain and

of the state of the system, leading to several complex feedback loops [71,45].
– The probabilities differ significantly in the different pathobiological scenarios that we would

like to analyze (healthy person, person predisposed to PD, and PD patients receiving some
treatment). It is desirable to have a modular way of modeling the different settings without
having to redefine the entire model.

This is a tall order, and we are not aware of any previous executable formal model of the propagation
of α-syn aggregates in (dynamically changing) neural networks.

In this paper, we use a recent extension of the rewriting-logic-based Maude system [21], called
PSMaude [5], to formally model and simulate the aggregation and propagation of α-syn under
the scenarios mentioned above. A novel feature of PSMaude is its expressive probabilistic strategy
language that is used to quantify the nondeterminism in a probabilistic rewrite theory to obtain a
fully probabilistic model that can then be simulated and statistically model checked in PSMaude.

We model different types of α-syn aggregates, cell defenses against aggregation, the breakage of
aggregates, the propagation of aggregates through the neural network, and the death of neurons due
to high toxicity, that leads to a dynamically changing topology of the neural network. We then use
PSMaude to formalize the different pathobiological conditions. In particular, we simulate the effect
of rapamycin—a drug known to increase the efficiency of cell clearance mechanisms—in decreasing
pathology in persons predisposed to PD.

We meet the above modeling challenges as follows:

– The expressiveness of rewriting logic allows us to define a hierarchical object-oriented model
that specifies the brain as a network of different brain region objects, each of which contains its
neural network, and where inside each neuron we have a multiset of α-syn species.

– We model neuronal death by means of dynamic object deletion in an object-oriented system.
– We use well-established techniques from Real-Time Maude [53] to model real-time behaviors in

object-oriented PSMaude models.
– PSMaude’s expressive strategy language enables the following modeling methodology: We model

all possible actions that can take place by rewrite rules. The different probabilities with which
the various events in the three scenarios (healthy, predisposed, and taking medication) take place
are then defined by three probabilistic strategies on top of our “base model.” Furthermore, these
probabilistic strategies can depend on both the age and the state of the system.

A major obstacle to model α-syn aggregation and propagation is that important parameters,
such as the different kinetic rates, are unknown. We have incorporated all the medical facts we are
aware of into our model, formalizing many biological interactions and dynamics, but had to estimate
a number of parameters. For example, the probabilities of certain actions change with age, and we
have defined the probabilistic strategies as functions of the age of the person. However, the values
of these probabilities are largely unknown. The point is that once the numbers become known, they
can very easily be plugged into our model.

We then perform PSMaude simulations in the different settings. Since other formal approaches
typically only perform Gillespie simulations [31], and since the size and complexity of reasonably
realistic models and states make it hard to perform meaningful statistical model checking, we have
only simulated our model.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents some background on rewriting
logic, PSMaude and Parkinson’s disease. Section 3 presents our PSMaude model of α-syn aggregation
and propagation, while Section 4 defines the three probabilistic strategies that model different
pathobiological conditions and quantify the nondeterminism in the model defined in Section 3.
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Section 5 presents and discusses the results of the PSMaude simulations for the three scenarios.
Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 gives some concluding remarks. Appendix A gives
the full PSMaude specification of the PSMaude model presented in Section 3 (including the functions
used for defining the probabilistic strategies). Appendix B provides the (slightly modified) model
that we use in Section 5 in our simulations, while Appendix C provides the PSMaude specification of
the three probabilistic strategies that quantify all nondeterminism in the model given in Appendix B,
allowing its simulation. Finally, Appendices D and E include the scripts that can be used to reproduce
the graphs in Section 5, from the PSMaude output obtained by simulating the model defined in
Appendices B and C.

2 Preliminaries

Rewriting Logic and Maude. In rewriting logic [51] the data types of the system are defined
by an algebraic equational specification (Σ,E) (where Σ is a signature declaring sorts, subsorts,
and function symbols), and the system’s local state changes are defined by a set R of rewrite rules
(∀~x) l : t −→ t′ if cond , where l is a label, t and t′ are terms, cond is a conjunction of equalities and
rewrites, and ~x = vars(t) ∪ vars(t′) ∪ vars(cond) (where vars(t) denotes the set of variables in t).

Maude [21] is a high-performance simulation, reachability analysis, and LTL model check-
ing tool for rewrite theories. In Maude, conditional rules are written crl [l]: t => t′ if cond .
In object-oriented Maude specifications, the system state is a term of sort Configuration denot-
ing a multiset of objects and messages, with multiset union denoted by juxtaposition. A decla-
ration class C | att1:s1, . . . , attn:sn declares a class C with attributes att1, . . . , attn of sorts
s1, . . . , sn, respectively. Objects are represented as terms < o:C | att1:val1, . . . , attn:valn >, where
o is the object’s identifier, C is the object’s class, and where val1, . . . , valn are the values of the at-
tributes att1, . . . , attn, respectively. If the sort si of an attribute att i is Configuration, the attribute
contains a subconfiguration, giving a hierarchical object-oriented specification. A rule of the form

rl [l]: < O : C | a1 : x, a2 : O’, a3 : z > < O’ : C’ | b1 : w, b2 : O >

=> < O : C | a1 : x + w, a2 : O’, a3 : z > < O’ : C’ | b1 : w + x, b2 : O > .

defines a family of transitions in which two objects O and O’, of classes C and C’, respectively,
synchronize and update their attributes; i.e., the object O adds the value w of the attribute b1 of
object O’ to its a1 attribute whose value is currently x. O’ updates the value of its b1 attribute in
a similar way. “Irrelevant” attributes (such as a3 and the righthand side occurrences of a2 and b2)
need not be mentioned.

In probabilistic rewrite theories [2] the righthand side t′ of a rule l : (∀~x, ~y) t −→ t′ if cond
may contain variables ~y that do not occur in t, and that are instantiated according to a probability
measure πr(θ) taken from a family πr of probability measures—one for each substitution θ of
the variables in t—associated with the rule r above. A probabilistic rewrite theory exhibits both
probabilistic and nondeterministic behaviors, since multiple (possibly probabilistic) rules could be
enabled in a state, and since a rule could possibly be applied to different (sets of) objects, using
different instantiating substitutions.

PSMaude. PSMaude [5] supports the probabilistic quantification of nondeterminism in a wide
class of probabilistic rewrite theories, including hierarchical object-oriented models. The different
ways in which the nondeterminism is quantified are specified in a modular way, as probabilistic
strategies on top of the “base” nondeterministic (and possibly probabilistic) model. In particular,
such a probabilistic strategy consists of three parts:

– A rule strategy specifies the relative likelihood of applying a certain rewrite rule at each step, by
giving each rule (label) l a weight wl(s) that may depend on the current state s. The probability
of applying an enabled rule l in state s is wl(s)/

∑
l′ wl′(s), where l′ ranges over the rules enabled

in state s.
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– A context strategy specifies the relative likelihoods of different components in the system to be
involved in an application of a rule. This models that some components are more likely to take
part in a certain rule application than others.

– A substitution strategy specifies the relative likelihoods of the components involved in a rule
application to have different roles in the event. This models that, when an event is triggered
and some components are selected to take part in it, some roles for the selected components are
more likely than others.

PSMaude extends Maude by adding support for specifying both probabilistic rewrite rules and
probabilistic strategies, and by providing a probabilistic rewrite command and a statistical PCTL
model checker that can analyze a given probabilistic rewrite theory controlled by probabilistic strate-
gies.3 In particular, PSMaude allows simulating and comparing the evolution of a “base” unquanti-
fied model under different probabilistic strategies, from a given initial state. A strategy expression
associates strategies for rules, contexts, and substitutions with an identifier StratID, that can be used
in a probabilistic strategy rewrite command (prew [n] t using StratID .), which executes n one-step
(probabilistic) rewrites from t using the strategy StratID. A rule strategy is defined by

psdrule RuleStrat := given state: s is: ( l1 -> wl1(s) ; . . . ; ln -> wln(s) )

where wli(s) is the relative weight of the rule labeled li in state s. Likewise, a context strategy has
the form

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: s rule: l is: C(s) -> wC(s, l)

denoting that, given a state s and a rule l, the relative probability of applying the rule in context
C(s) is wC(s, l). (A context is a term with an occurrence of a hole variable []; the rewrite takes
places in the subterm matching the hole variable.) Moreover, a substitution strategy has the form

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: s rule: l context: C(s) is: θ(~x, s) -> wθ(s, l)

meaning that, given a state s, a rule l whose lefthand side has the set of variables ~x, and a con-
text C(s) for that rule, the relative probability of using the instantiating substitution θ(~x, s) when
applying the rule in the given context is wθ(s, l).

Parkinson’s Disease. Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a movement disorder characterized by the
progressive accumulation of a particular type of protein aggregates in selected regions of the human
nervous system. This accumulation is believed to first lead to a loss of the sense of smell, sleep
disorder, depression, and then to motor dysfunction followed by dementia and dysfunction of the
autonomic nervous system that may contribute to an early death [35].

The human brain can be divided into several anatomical regions, shown in Figure 1, with each
region composed of a number of neurons that are connected to one another and to neurons in
neighboring regions. The space surrounding the neurons is the region’s extracellular space. As shown
in Figure 3, a neuron is composed of a cell body, called soma, that contains the nucleus and several
types of proteins, a number of dendrites, and an axon. The axon and the dendrites allow the neuron
to send and receive electrochemical impulses to/from other neurons. Such a connection between an
axon terminal and a dendrite of another neuron is called a synaptic connection.

The pathological accumulation of protein aggregates is believed to start at two particular sites
in the brain, and to progress in six stages [10]. In the first two stages, the pathology is confined to
the lower brainstem (the medulla oblongata and the pons) and the olfactory bulb. In the third and
fourth stages, first subtle, and then severe changes occur in the midbrain and certain areas of the
forebrain. At this point the disease manifests itself clinically by the characteristic motor dysfunction.

3 The PSMaude tool is available at http://heim.ifi.uio.no/lucianb/psmaude/.
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Fig. 1. Stereotypical progression pattern of PD (left) and connections between brain regions (right).

Finally, in the fifth and sixth stages the neocortex is affected and the disease causes the full range
of symptoms associated with PD, including dementia and other neuropsychiatric symptoms. An
overview of the stereotypical pattern of PD progression is shown in Figure 1.

We next explain the mechanisms that, according to, e.g., [12,44], are the most likely to trigger the
onset, and allow the spread of PD from one brain region to another. We first explain the formation
of aggregates, their possible means of propagation, and the neurons’ defense mechanisms against
aggregation.

The pathogenic protein aggregates in PD are mainly composed of a species of proteins called
α-synuclein (α-syn), that is normally synthesized in a neuron’s soma. Single α-syn proteins, called
monomers, may bind to one another to progressively form large and insoluble aggregates. Further-
more, the α-syn protein may acquire two different spatial conformations: a native one that ensures
the protein’s normal function, and a misfolded conformation that is believed to play an important
role in PD development by increasing the aggregation propensity of α-syn [11]. (α-syn aggregates
are therefore composed of a mixture of native and misfolded monomers.) Three main types of α-syn
aggregates are linked to PD pathology: (i) small soluble aggregates, called oligomers, or protofibrils;
(ii) moderately large insoluble aggregates called fibrils, that may break into smaller aggregates;
(iii) large insoluble aggregates, called Lewy bodies (LB), the neuropathological hallmark of PD. In
our model we only consider the fibrils to be capable of acting as aggregation nuclei, in that they seed
the aggregation of α-syn, i.e., they fragment into smaller aggregates after being transported into
neighboring neurons, thus progressively spreading the pathology throughout the brain. We therefore
use the term “aggregation nuclei” for the pathological fibrils. Furthermore, it is believed that the
number of aggregates in a neuron’s soma decreases the neuron’s viability, eventually causing its
death [64]. Neurons in different brain regions also have different toxicity thresholds, e.g., the neu-
rons in the midbrain can withstand less toxicity than neurons in other brain regions [26]. Figure 2
gives an overview of the mechanisms that are currently considered most likely to underlie α-syn
aggregation.

There are several ways by which α-syn monomers and aggregates could spread through a neural
network, as shown in Figure 3: (i) extracellular propagation between two neurons whose somas
are close, but that are not connected synaptically; (ii) transsynaptic propagation between neurons
in neighboring brain regions that are connected synaptically; (iii) release into extracellular space
through the ruptured membrane of a dysfunctional/dying neuron, from where the α-syn monomers
and aggregates may be uptaken by neighboring neurons. The interneuronal propagation of α-syn
aggregates has only recently been demonstrated to occur in vivo [47], by showing how injected
preformed fibrils can spread and accumulate in initially healthy mice.
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Fig. 2. Most likely α-syn aggregation mechanisms (adapted from [12, Figure 1]).

Fig. 3. The main means of propagation of pathogenic aggregates in PD.

A neuron has several defense mechanisms against protein aggregation [58], including: (i) the
proteasome that regulates the concentration and quality of proteins by degrading both native as
well as misfolded proteins, as depicted in Figure 4; and (ii) the lysosomes that may degrade any
number of proteins and protein aggregates at the same time by autophagy, as shown in Figure 5.
These defense mechanisms make it less likely that α-syn progressively binds to form large aggregates
in healthy individuals. However, PD patients show deficient cell defenses against aggregation (e.g.,
decreased efficiency of the proteasome [50]) and an increase in certain pathogenic pathways (e.g.,
oxidative stress [36]), that increase the aggregation propensity and toxicity of α-syn. More precisely,
there are two main forms of PD: (i) sporadic PD, in about 90% of all PD cases, that is thought to
be due to exposure to high levels of environmental stress, e.g., exposure to high levels of pesticides
[66]; that leads to highly increased oxidative stress that in turn increases the risk of developing PD;
and (ii) familial PD, in about 10% of the remaining PD cases, due to a genetic predisposition to
develop PD, e.g., the duplication or triplication of the α-syn gene, causing its excess synthesis [62]
and increasing its aggregation dynamics [65].

One of the most promising approaches to treat several diseases, including PD, is the modulation
of autophagy as a therapeutic intervention [59], i.e., increasing the efficiency of the lysosomal system
by enhancing autophagy inside each cell, to slow down disease progression. Following this approach,
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Fig. 4. Degradation of α-syn monomers by the proteasome (adapted from [12, Box 2])

Fig. 5. Degradation of small α-syn aggregates by the lysosomes (adapted from [12, Box 2])

a drug called rapamycin was shown neuroprotective in vivo [9,55], as it enhances autophagy, and
decreases α-syn aggregation and neurodegeneration.

3 Formalization of α-syn Aggregation and Propagation

This section presents a formal PSMaude model of the aggregation and propagation of α-synuclein
in the brain. Our model is a hierarchical object-oriented one, in which one brain object contains a
set of brain region objects, each of which again contains the region’s neural network, where each
neuron object contains a multiset of α-syn monomers and aggregates. Our nondeterministic model
describes all possible behaviors in the system and has 15 rewrite rules.

The brain is modeled as an object of the following class:

class Brain | age : Rat, brainRegions : Configuration .

where the age attribute denotes the age of the brain in hours, as a rational number, and brainRegions

contains a set of brain region objects of the class:

class BrainRegion | neuralNetwork : Configuration, neighbors : OidSet .

where neighbors denotes the names of the neighboring brain regions, and neuralNetwork denotes the
set of neurons and extracellular spaces in the brain region. Such neurons and extracellular spaces are
instances of the classes Neuron and ExtSpace, respectively, with the same ancestor class ProteinSpace:

class ProteinSpace | proteins : ASynMSet .

class Neuron . class ExtSpace . subclasses Neuron ExtSpace < ProteinSpace .

where ASynMSet represents a multiset of α-syn monomer and aggregates, giving the contents of a
neuron or extracellular space, and defined as follows:

sort ASynMSet .

op none : -> ASynMSet [ctor] .

op __ : ASynMSet ASynMSet -> ASynMSet [ctor assoc comm id: none] .

Each element of such a multiset is a term of sort DelayedASynSpecies, formalized by the following
subsort declaration:

subsort DelayedASynSpecies < ASynMSet .
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where the sort DelayedASynSpecies represents species of α-syn, i.e., the different types of α-syn
monomers and aggregates, that may be delayed or not, as explained below. The non-delayed species
are represented by terms of sort ASynSpecies and we therefore add the subsort relation:

subsort ASynSpecies < DelayedASynSpecies .

We also distinguish the class of “small” species, which are all species except for Lewy bodies, and
we represent them by terms of a sort ASynSmallSpecies. Therefore we declare the following subsort
relation:

subsorts ASynMonomer ASynSmallAggregate < ASynSmallSpecies .

where ASynMonomer is the sort for native and misfolded α-syn monomers, represented by the constants
asyn and asyn*, respectively:

ops asyn asyn* : -> ASynMonomer [ctor] .

Remark 1. We may go one step further, and also model the “age” of a monomer, e.g., by modeling
monomers as terms asyn(r) and asyn*(r), where r is a rational number modeling the age of the
monomer. This would allow us to model that a neuron’s proteasome has a higher efficiency to
degrade “aged” monomers than newly synthesized ones, a process also known as protein-turnover.
However, the way in which the “age” of a monomer increases its chance to be degraded by the
proteasome is still unclear, and we therefore choose not to model monomers at this level of detail.

The sort ASynSmallAggregate represents α-syn oligomers and aggregation nuclei:

ops oligomer aggNucleus : ASynMonomerMSet -> ASynSmallAggregate .

where terms of sort ASynMonomerMSet are multisets of α-syn monomers:

sorts ASynMonomerMSet NeASynMonomerMSet .

subsort ASynMonomer < NeASynMonomerMSet < ASynMonomerMSet .

op noMonomer : -> ASynMonomerMSet [ctor] .

op _++_ : ASynMonomerMSet ASynMonomerMSet -> ASynMonomerMSet [ctor assoc comm id: noMonomer] .

op _++_ : NeASynMonomerMSet NeASynMonomerMSet -> NeASynMonomerMSet [ctor ditto] .

We therefore model the contents of an α-syn aggregate in detail, but abstract away their geometrical
arrangement as well as the number and position of the aggregates’ binding sites, where new α-syn
monomers may bind. This abstraction is typically made in current models of α-syn aggregation
[12] and has also been shown useful in predicting the kinetics and mechanisms of in vivo protein
aggregation [41]. However, efforts are made to gain further insight into the aggregation process by
considering proteins in more detail [18]. We also declare a sort ASynAggregate for general α-syn
aggregates, including Lewy bodies:

sort ASynAggregate . subsort ASynSmallAggregate < ASynAggregate .

op LB : ASynMonomerMSet -> ASynAggregate [ctor] .

The general α-syn species are therefore represented by terms of a sort ASynSpecies that satisfies the
subsort relation:

subsorts ASynSmallSpecies ASynAggregate < ASynSpecies .

Finally, to model delayed species, i.e., species which only become available to take part in further
biochemical reactions after a certain time delay has passed, we introduce the following operator:

op dly : ASynSpecies Rat -> DelayedASynSpecies [ctor frozen(1)] .
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where a term dly(s, r) represents a delayed species that becomes s after r time units have elapsed.
Since this operator is declared to be frozen, the species s in a term dly(s, r) cannot be rewritten.
The right identity of this operator is 0, since dly(s, 0) is equivalent to s. This can be specified using
the following equation, where ASYNSPECIES is a variable of sort ASynSpecies:

eq dly(ASYNSPECIES, 0) = ASYNSPECIES .

Remark 2. Alternatively, we could declare 0 as a right identity using a structural axiom for the
operator dly. However, the current implementation of Full Maude (2.6), on which PSMaude relies,
does not implement meta-unification functions for operators with identity elements [22], which are
needed to execute such specifications in PSMaude.

An overview of our sorts and their subsort relationships is given in Figure 6.

Fig. 6. Subsort relationships for our sorts.

We identify neurons and extracellular spaces in their vicinity by pairs nid(g, n) and eid(g, n),
respectively, where g is the name of the brain region in which they are located, and n is a natural
number to uniquely identify them inside region g. We model the neural network in each region as a
square lattice (see Figure 8), where reachable(n,n′) is true if and only if the neurons with identifiers
n and n′ are neighbors (not considering diagonal neighbors); furthermore reachable(n,n) is true

for any n, i.e., any neuron is reachable from itself.
We next define some equivalences. An oligomer that has shrunk to a single monomer is a

monomer:

ceq dly(oligomer(MN), DT) = dly(MN, DT) if DT > 0 .

where MN is a variable of sort ASynMonomer. Notice that this equation applies to delayed species, so
that such species may change into a different one before it becomes available to take part in different
events. An oligomer whose size is larger than a certain bound is an aggregation nucleus:

ceq dly(oligomer(MS), DT) = dly(aggNucleus(MS), DT) if DT > 0 /\ noMonomers(MS) > maxOligomerSize .

where MS is a variable of sort ASynMonomerMSet and maxOligomerSize is the maximum size that an
oligomer may have. The converse must also hold:

ceq dly(aggNucleus(MS), DT) = dly(oligomer(MS), DT) if DT > 0 /\ noMonomers(MS) <= maxOligomerSize .
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Furthermore, if the size of an aggregation nucleus is larger than a certain bound, it is a Lewy Body,
which does not lose monomers and does not fragment:

ceq dly(aggNucleus(MS), DT) = dly(LB(MS), DT) if DT > 0 /\ noMonomers(MS) > maxAggNucleusSize .

where maxAggNucleusSize is the maximum size of an aggregation nucleus.
If the number of aggregates in a neuron exceeds its toxicity threshold, the neuron dies and all

the contents in the neuron’s soma are released into the extracellular space in its vicinity, from where
they can be uptaken by neighboring neurons via endocytosis, as formalized in the next paragraph:

ceq < nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

< eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ >

= < eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ ASYNMSET >

if toxicity(ASYNMSET) > toxicityThreshold(S) .

where ASYNMSET and ASYNMSET’ are variables of sort ASynMSet, and toxicityThreshold(S) is defined
as the minimum number of aggregates (the minimum toxicity) to cause the death of a neuron in the
brain region S. We therefore model that the toxicity thresholds are different from one brain region
to another, with the dopaminergic neurons in the midbrain being the least resistant to toxicity, i.e.,
having the smallest threshold. The term toxicity(ASYNMSET) equals a weighted sum of the number
of different α-syn species in the given multiset ASYNMSET, therefore disregarding the actual contents
of α-syn aggregates (see Appendix A), which gives an estimate of the neuron’s toxicity. Namely,
we assume that all types of α-syn species have a contribution to a neuron’s toxicity (including
Lewy bodies) and that the weight for oligomers is about 3 times larger than that for other species,
in agreement with current research [70,69]. This is a working hypothesis, since the exact relative
contributions of different types of aggregates to the overall toxicity of a neuron remain largely
unknown.

Dynamic Behavior. We formalize the dynamics of α-synuclein aggregation and propagation using
rewrite rules. Our specification defines all possible actions that may occur in a healthy brain. Figure 7
gives an overview of the biochemical reactions that we model (non-kinetically) inside each neuron’s
soma, i.e., the reactions underlying the synthesis, conformational change, binding and dissociation
of α-syn, as well as the neuron’s defense mechanisms. (The symbol −⇀↽− denotes a reversible reaction.)

These are reactions schema, where A, A′ stand for either a native or a misfolded α-syn monomer,
denoted by α and α∗, respectively. Oligomers, aggregation nuclei and Lewy bodies whose contents
are given by a multiset m of monomers, are denoted by OL(m), AN(m) and LB(m), respectively.
(Multisets are written [x1, x2, . . . , xN ] and the operator ] stands for multiset union.) Notice that
elongation of oligomers is reversible, whereas that of aggregation nuclei is not; we therefore also say
that such nuclei are “stable.” Furthermore, the relation kA � kO holds, i.e., the kinetic rate (reaction
speed) of the elongation of aggregation nuclei is much larger than that of oligomers. Therefore, once
aggregation nuclei are formed, α-syn accumulates at a much higher rate, eventually leading to the
formation of pathological Lewy bodies. The constants maxO < maxA denote the maximum size
that an oligomer and aggregation nucleus may attain, respectively, before they become the next
larger type of aggregate. Notice that, as soon as the aggregation nuclei become Lewy bodies, they
no longer extend to larger aggregates. In our model we therefore have a finite number of biochemical
species, that can easily be shown to equal σ(maxA) = (maxA + 1)(maxA + 4)/2.

Remark 3. Since our model has finitely many biochemical species, a counting abstraction clearly is
possible, leading to an executable model that can be analyzed much faster than the one presented
here, and perhaps also allowing its statistical model checking. In particular, there is no need to
model the exact contents of oligomers and aggregation nuclei—it suffices to count how many native
and misfolded α-syn monomers is the aggregate composed of. Such a model would, however, make it
more difficult to model different types of delayed α-syn species, or to model different behaviors, e.g.,
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synthesis: ∅ −→ α

folding dynamics: α −⇀↽− α∗

dimerization: A+A′ −⇀↽− OL
([
A,A′

])
oligomer elongation: A+ OL(m)

kO−−−⇀↽−−−
kO−

OL(m ] [A]), 2 ≤ |m| <maxO

nucleus formation: A+ OL(m) −→ AN(m ] [A]), |m| = maxO

nucleus elongation: A+ AN(m)
kA−−→ AN(m ] [A]), maxO < |m| <maxA

nucleus fragmentation: AN(m1 ]m2) −→ AN(m1) + AN(m2), |m1|, |m2| >maxO

AN(m1 ]m2) −→ OL(m1) + AN(m2), 2 ≤ |m1| ≤maxO < |m2|
AN(m1 ]m2) −→ OL(m1) + OL(m2), 2 ≤ |m1|, |m2| ≤maxO

Lewy body formation: A+ AN(m) −→ LB(m ] [A]), |m| = maxA

proteasomal degradation: A −→ ∅
lysosomal autophagy: A −→ ∅, OL(m) −→ ∅, AN(m) −→ ∅

Fig. 7. The biochemical reactions of α-syn aggregation and degradation inside each neuron.

the fragmentation of aggregation nuclei into two parts of arbitrary (nondeterministically chosen)
size—which would require assigning a uniform probability distribution over an unknown set of
values (the different possible fragmentation “points”) to a righthand side variable, a feature not yet
implemented in PSMaude. We therefore chose to give a clearer, more high-level model at the cost
of efficiency in executing and analyzing it.

Remark 4. A deterministic mathematical model for the set of reactions in Figure 7 can also be
given by a nonlinear system of σ(maxA) ordinary differential equations, also known as its underlying
reaction rate equations. This would be similar, but also in contrast with the mathematical model
proposed in [41] which allows Lewy bodies to grow indefinitely, and therefore has an infinite amount
of species. That model also does not separate between different types of aggregates, and represents
the contents of an aggregate as a doubly linked list instead of a multiset. It also does not model the
reactions for the degradation of α-syn species.

α-syn Synthesis. The following rule models the (unbounded) synthesis of a new α-syn protein (in
an arbitrary neuron, inside an arbitrary brain region) that immediately folds into its native state:4

rl [synthesis]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn > .

α-syn synthesis takes a much smaller amount of time than the other events in the system, and we
therefore consider it instantaneous.

α-syn Conformational Change. The following rule models how native α-syn proteins may instanta-
neously become misfolded, compared to the duration of other possible events [27]. (A similar rule
models how misfolded α-syn proteins may fold back into their native state.):

rl [toMisfolded]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn* > .

4 We omit the declaration of variables, but use the Maude convention that they are written in capital letters.
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Remark 5. In our model we therefore only allow “free” α-syn monomers to change conformation,
whereas monomers inside an aggregate do not have this possibility. This is an abstraction, since in
reality some monomers in an aggregate could change conformation if they are found at the “pe-
riphery” of the aggregate, while the monomers that make up the “core” of the aggregate remain
unchanged. However, we do not explicitly model the core and periphery of an aggregate. In partic-
ular, we do not model their periphery, and therefore do not allow monomers inside an aggregate to
change conformation. This is because it is still unknown how the position of a monomer inside an
aggregate affects its chance of changing conformation.

α-syn Dissolution in Extracellular Space. The dynamics of α-syn in the extracellular space is largely
unknown. However, it is thought that any small α-syn species in this space may be dissolved, as it
is in a more diffuse environment. We therefore add the rule:

rl [dissolution]: < O : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL >

=> < O : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET > .

where SMALL is a variable of sort ASynSmallSpecies.

α-syn Aggregation and Dissociation. We next model the formation of different types of aggregates
inside a neuron’s soma. We assume that neither α-syn monomers nor α-syn aggregates may accu-
mulate in the extracellular space, since Lewy bodies have rarely been found in this environment,
and since the accumulation dynamics (if any) of α-syn monomers and aggregates in the extracel-
lular space is largely unknown. The paper [14] supports our assumption since it shows that α-syn
aggregation is more active inside the cell than in the extracellular space, due to differences in pH.

Based on an in vitro study of α-syn aggregation in [38], we approximate the time it takes for
a single monomer to bind as follows: 10 hours to bind to another monomer, 5 hours to bind to an
oligomer, and roughly 1 hour for a monomer to bind to an aggregation nucleus. (The time delays
for the more realistic in vivo conditions are largely unknown.)

Two α-syn monomers (native or misfolded) may bind and form a new oligomer composed of two
monomers (also called a dimer) inside a neuron’s soma.

rl [dimerization]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET MN MN’ >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MN ++ MN’), 10) > .

Notice that none of the other α-syn oligomers and aggregation nuclei in the multiset ASYNMSET is
delayed, and they can therefore participate in other rewrites while the new dimer is being formed.

Remark 6. Whenever enabled, the dimerization rule applies to a nondeterministically chosen neuron
inside a nondeterministically chosen brain region. If each region r has nr neurons to which the rule
can be applied, this leads to a total of

∑
r nr neurons in the brain to which the dimerization rule

can be applied. However, inside each neuron, there are only a small number of ways to match the
monomers that participate in the dimerization process. For example, for a neuron

< nid("midbrain", 3) : Neuron | proteins : asyn asyn asyn asyn* asyn* asyn asyn* asyn asyn >

there are only 4 ways to match the variables MN and MN’ in the dimerization rule, despite the large
number (“high concentration”) of native and misfolded α-syn monomers in the neuron’s soma! The
possible instantiating substitutions are[

{MN 7→ asyn, MN’ 7→ asyn, ASYNMSET 7→ asyn asyn* asyn* asyn asyn* asyn asyn}
]
ACU[

{MN 7→ asyn, MN’ 7→ asyn*, ASYNMSET 7→ asyn asyn asyn* asyn asyn* asyn asyn}
]
ACU[

{MN 7→ asyn*, MN’ 7→ asyn, ASYNMSET 7→ asyn asyn asyn* asyn asyn* asyn asyn}
]
ACU[

{MN 7→ asyn*, MN’ 7→ asyn*, ASYNMSET 7→ asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn* asyn asyn}
]
ACU
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This is because, in Maude rewriting is modulo the structural axioms in the specification, and in our
case the sort for the attribute proteins is that for a multiset of α-syn species, whose union operator
satisfies the ACU structural axioms, i.e., it is associative, commutative and has an identity element.
Furthermore, Maude does not distinguish between different native α-syn monomers since they do
not have unique identifiers; the same holds true for all the other α-syn species. The resulting effect
is that, the “law of mass action”—roughly stating that the likelihood for a reaction to take place is
directly proportional to the product of concentrations of each species participating in the reaction—
is completely abstracted away in our “base” model. Instead, this law could be incorporated in the
associated probabilistic strategies.

Nevertheless, we chose to focus our modeling on the level of neurons and their dynamics, and
in particular aggregation-induced neuronal death. The “actors” in our system are the neurons, the
different brain regions and the brain, and not the α-syn molecules. Our model is therefore not a
kinetic one, but instead captures the dynamics of the neural networks in different brain regions.

Furthermore, even though we did not model mass-action kinetics, we believe it is still important
to capture the different aggregation and propagation events to which neurons participate, and we
have therefore modeled them in detail.

An oligomer may recruit an α-syn monomer, or it may lose one:

rl [oligomerElongation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET oligomer(MS) MN >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MS ++ MN), 5) > .

rl [oligomerDissociation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET oligomer(MS ++ MN) >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MS), 5) dly(MN, 5) > .

with MS a variable of sort ASynMonomerMSet.

Aggregation nuclei may also elongate, but instead of dissociating, they may break in two parts.
Therefore they do not lose single α-syn monomers. Furthermore, according to the relation kA � kO
in Figure 7, we model how aggregation nuclei elongate at a higher rate than oligomers, modeled by
the smaller delay 1 in the rule below:

rl [aggNucleusElongation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET aggNucleus(MS) MN >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(aggNucleus(MS ++ MN), 1) > .

The following rule models how an aggregation nucleus inside a neuron’s soma may break into two
aggregates which, depending on their size, may be either aggregation nuclei or oligomers. We also
estimate the duration for a single aggregation nucleus to break to about 10 hours [41].

rl [aggNucleusFragmentation]:

< O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET aggNucleus(MN ++ NEMS ++ MN’ ++ NEMS’) >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(aggNucleus(MN ++ NEMS), 10)

dly(aggNucleus(MN’ ++ NEMS’), 10)

> .

where NEMS and NEMS’ are variables of sort NeASynMonomerMSet, modeling that the two aggregates
that the aggregation nucleus breaks into have at least two monomers. This is because aggregation
nuclei do not lose single monomers since they are “stable” aggregates.

Remark 7. We abstract from the dynamics of Lewy bodies (as a potential source of α-syn) since
we are mainly interested in their occurrence in the brain. Furthermore, we only model how α-syn
aggregates elongate by means of monomer addition (and not by oligomer addition), in agreement
with the current literature (e.g., [14]).
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α-syn Propagation. We next model the different means of propagation of α-syn monomers and
aggregates. We assume a simplified arrangement of neurons within the same brain region in a
square lattice, as shown in Figure 8.

The transsynaptic propagation of protein aggregates between two neighboring brain regions
takes place along the thick edges represented in Figure 8, representing the axons of neurons. The
extracellular propagation of α-syn (via exocytosis and endocytosis) may only take place between
neighboring neurons within the same brain region (i.e., square lattice), where diagonal neighbors
are excluded. In [34] the kinetics of α-syn propagation is studied in vitro. Based on these results,
we assume that any propagation event takes roughly 16 hours, and is instantaneous for α-syn
monomers.5

neurons in midbrain

neurons in forebrain

Fig. 8. Square lattice arrangement of neurons within each brain region, and possible means of transsynaptic
propagation (anterograde and retrograde) between neurons in neighboring brain regions.

A neuron may release a small α-syn species (i.e., any species except LBs) into the extracellular
space by vesicle-mediated exocytosis:

rl [exocytosis]:

< nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL >

< eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ >

=> < nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

< eid(S, N) : ExtSpace |

proteins : ASYNMSET’ dly(SMALL, if SMALL :: ASynMonomer then 0 else 16 fi)

> .

where t :: s is Maude syntax for checking that t is a term of sort s. We next model how small α-syn
species in extracelullar space are (instantaneously) uptaken by a neuron neighboring that space
by endocytosis, i.e., a neuron may uptake a small α-syn species either from its own extracellular
space, or from that of a neighboring neuron, by retrograde transport through its axon, or by an yet
unknown uptake mechanism:

crl [endocytosis]:

< eid(S, N’) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ SMALL >

< nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

=> < eid(S, N’) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ >

< nid(S, N) : Neuron |

proteins : ASYNMSET dly(SMALL, if SMALL :: ASynMonomer then 0 else 16 fi)

>

if reachable(N, N’) .

5 The delays of single propagation events for the more realistic in vivo conditions are largely unknown.
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A small α-syn species can be transported transsynaptically6 through the axon of a neuron to
one of the neurons in a neighboring brain region (either by anterograde or by retrograde transport),
such that these two neurons have the same, or neighboring positions in their corresponding lattices
(as shown by the thick lines in Figure 8). The fact that the transport is bidirectional, as recently
shown in vivo [46,47], is ensured by the initial state that we define in Section 5, i.e., if a neuron n
is connected to another neuron n′ in a different brain region, then n′ is also connected to n, and
α-syn transportation can take place in both directions.

crl [synapticPropagation]:

< S : BrainRegion | neighbors : (S’, OS),

neuralNetwork : < nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL > NNET

>

< S’ : BrainRegion |

neuralNetwork : < nid(S’, N’) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET’ > NNET’

>

=> < S : BrainRegion |

neuralNetwork : < nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET > NNET

>

< S’ : BrainRegion |

neuralNetwork : < nid(S’, N’) : Neuron |

proteins : ASYNMSET’ dly(SMALL, if SMALL :: ASynMonomer then 0 else 16 fi)

>

NNET’

>

if reachable(N, N’) .

where OS is a variable of sort OidSet, S’ is a variable of sort String identifying the region containing
the neuron towards which the α-syn species is propagating, and NNET and NNET’ are variables of sort
Configuration matching the remaining part of the neural networks in each involved brain region.

Other possible means of propagation of small α-syn species include propagation via nanotubes—
where the species travels from a neuron to one of its neighbors without having to go through ex-
tracellular space—and packaging into exosomes—allowing the α-syn species to travel long distances
through extracellular space, and reach distant neurons. Whereas propagation through nanotubes
may increase accumulation, the packaging into exosomes lead to even more propagation of α-syn
inside the same brain region. However, since the kinetics of these mechanisms is poorly understood,
we chose not to include them in our model.

Cell Defenses. We next model the neurons’ defense mechanisms against α-syn aggregation. We
assume that both the degradation of an α-syn monomer by the proteasome, and the degradation
of a single small α-syn species by lysosomal autophagy are instantaneous events. The reason is
that, at the time scale we consider (on the order of hours) these molecular events take a very small
amount of time. More precisely, in [4] it is shown that the half-time for α-syn is about 2 hours, i.e.,
that half of the initial amount of α-syn monomers is degraded by the proteasome in 2 hours. This
means that a single α-syn monomer is degraded in a much smaller amount of time. Even though
the molecular processes involved are different, we make the same assumption about the duration for
the degradation of a single small α-syn species by autophagy, since such events occur much faster
compared with the time scale we consider.

A neuron’s proteasome may dissolve a single (native or misfolded) α-syn monomer in its soma:

rl [proteasomalDegradation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET MN >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET > .

Furthermore, a neuron’s lysosomes may degrade a single small α-syn species in a neuron’s soma, via
autophagy :

6 We assume that Lewy bodies cannot be propagated this way, due to their large size.
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rl [lysosomalAutophagy]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET > .

Remark 8. As mentioned in Section 2, the lysosomes may also degrade any number of small α-syn
species at the same time, whereas we only model how they degrade one small α-syn species at a
time. We took this design decision since the kinetics in that case is poorly understood. However,
this form of autophagy can easily be modeled using our tool, with a similar rule, but where instead
of the SMALL variable we use a variable matching a multiset of small α-syn species.

Time Elapse. We are only aware of one in vitro study of the kinetics of α-syn aggregation [38],
which does not consider the stochastic fluctuations in the kinetics, but instead provides kinetic
curves based upon which we estimate fixed durations of these reactions. We have therefore defined
a real-time model with fixed, deterministic delays—instead of the variable, stochastic delays in
Gillespie’s stochastic simulation algorithm [31]—where the following rule models the elapse of time:

rl [tick]: < "Brain" : Brain | age : R, brainRegions : REGIONS >

=> < "Brain" : Brain | age : R + 1, brainRegions : delta(REGIONS, 1) > .

In this rule, delta(m, τ ′) defines the effect of time elapse by τ ′ units on the given multiset m, by
decreasing the remaining delay τ of each delayed species dly(s, τ) by τ ′ units in the neural network
of each brain region [53]. This tick rule, advancing time by one hour, may also be applied when
instantaneous rules are enabled.

Remark 9. Our tick rule is enabled in all system states, regardless of whether there are any neurons
left in the brain or not, rendering the state space of our model infinite. However, after fixing one
of the probabilistic strategies in Section 4, the stochastic process underlying the resulting model
is a finite state space, discrete-time Markov chain (as opposed to the underlying continuous-time
Markov chain in Gillespie’s algorithm [31]). Namely, since time advances by one hour, the age of
the brain can simply be identified with the “time index” of the discrete-time Markov chain, i.e., the
age does not have to be embedded in the state as in our model.

4 Probabilistic Strategies

The model in Section 3 specifies all the possible actions that may happen in the aggregation and
propagation of α-syn. However, it does not take into account that some events happen with higher
probability than others. One could of course incorporate these probabilities directly into the model,
but that solution has some drawbacks: (i) given the complex global dependencies between rules,
it would be quite hard and ugly to try to encode such global properties into “local” probabilistic
rewrite rules; and (ii) these probabilities are different for the different kinds of individuals that we
want to investigate (a healthy individual, an individual predisposed to PD, and a PD patient taking
medication). Therefore, we follow a modeling and analysis methodology made possible by PSMaude:
A simple, uncluttered, and non-probabilistic rewrite theory defines all possible behaviors. The dif-
ferent global probabilities are then defined as different probabilistic strategies in PSMaude—on top
of the given “base” model—and are amenable to quantitative analysis by probabilistic simulation
and/or statistical model checking.

In this section, we define different probabilistic strategies that formalize different probabilistic
settings: (i) that of a healthy person, (ii) that of a person that is predisposed to either sporadic or
familial PD, and (iii) that of a PD patient that follows continuous treatment, and is given a daily
dose of rapamycin. These probabilistic strategies are quite complex. For example, the efficiency of the
body’s defense mechanism decreases with age; therefore, the probability of applying a rule modeling
such a defensive action decreases with the age of the brain. Likewise, the efficiency of a neuron’s
defense mechanisms is inversely proportional to the number of α-syn aggregates in its soma, i.e., to
α-syn toxicity, which in the next stages promotes α-syn aggregation, leading to a feedback loop.
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Since experimental data is currently missing, the weights that we set in the following strategies
only approximate reality. Furthermore, the kinetic rates for the different processes involved in the
aggregation and propagation of α-syn are currently unknown. We also made the following series
of assumptions. In our strategies they are encoded as uniform probability distributions over the
corresponding choices:

– α-syn is synthesized at the same rate in all brain regions.
– Except for the midbrain, all neurons inside the same brain region have the same probability for

a native α-syn monomer to become misfolded.
– All neurons, inside all brain regions, have the same efficiency of folding back misfolded α-syn

monomers into their native conformation.
– α-syn oligomers dissociate at the same rate in all neurons, inside all brain regions.
– All neurons, in all brain regions, have the same probability for an α-syn aggregation nucleus to

break into two parts.
– The dissolution of α-syn monomers and aggregates in the extracellular space takes place at the

same rate in all brain regions.
– Propagation of α-syn monomers and aggregates (e.g., via exo- and endocytosis, and transsy-

naptically) takes place at the same rate in all brain regions. Furthermore, the likelihood that
two neurons are involved in a synaptic propagation event is the same for all pairs of neurons,
regardless of the amount of α-syn they contain.

Remark 10. Except for the probability of a misfolding event, all the probabilities and rates men-
tioned in the above series of assumptions are age-independent. This is also made explicit in the rule
strategy expression below.

Remark 11. By making the last simplifying assumption above, we abstract from the fact that the
axons of neurons in different brain regions are of different sizes, and therefore the transsynaptic
propagation may take a longer time in some regions than in others. Modeling this feature would
only be useful if considering the brain connectome in more detail, which also includes the sizes of the
neuronal connections. To model this, we need to change the dly in the rules for the transsynaptic
propagation of α-syn oligomers and aggregation nuclei, to have a different delay for different brain
regions instead of the constant 16.

Furthermore, we assume that the increased aggregate toxicity of a neuron:

– does not promote the misfolding of α-syn monomers inside its soma;
– does not decrease its probability to fold back misfolded α-syn monomers into native ones;
– does not increase the probability of α-syn aggregation in its soma (e.g., to form new dimers, or

to bind new monomers to aggregates);
– does not promote the breakage of aggregation nuclei;
– does not increase the probability for different means of α-syn propagation to take place (e.g.,

transsynaptically, or via exo- and endocytosis);

Healthy individual. We first set the likelihoods of different rules to be applied in the brain of a
healthy person, i.e., one who is not predisposed to PD:

psdrule HealthyRuleStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE, ATTS >

is: --- time elapse --- synthesis of alpha-syn

( tick ) -> 20 ; ( synthesis ) -> 20 ;

--- monomer folding dynamics

( toMisfolded ) -> (70 + AGE quo 200) ; ( toNative ) -> 10 ;

--- aggregation dynamics

( dimerization ) -> (20 + AGE quo 400) ;

( oligomerElongation ) -> (20 + AGE quo 400) ;
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( aggNucleusElongation ) -> (20 + AGE quo 400) ;

( oligomerDissociation ) -> 2 ;

( aggNucleusFragmentation ) -> 5 ;

--- cellular defense mechanisms

( proteasomalDegradation ) -> (50 / ((AGE quo 200) + 2)) ;

( lysosomalAutophagy ) -> (50 / ((AGE quo 200) + 2)) ;

--- propagation dynamics

( exocytosis ) -> 8 ; ( endocytosis ) -> 4 ; ( synapticPropagation ) -> 8 ;

--- extracellular dynamics

( dissolution ) -> 1 .

Since the weight of the exocytosis rule is 8, and the weight of endocytosis is 4, we model that
the probability of applying the exocytosis rule (i.e., the probability that an exocytosis event takes
place somewhere in the brain) is twice that of applying the endocytosis rule in a state where both
rules are enabled, and that these probabilities are independent of the person’s age.7 Notice also that
the probabilities depend on the current age. For example, the relative weight of rule toMisfolded is
70 + AGE/200 (where AGE is the value of the age attribute in the Brain object in the current state);
that is, the probability of applying this rule increases with a person’s age [23]. (For simplicity, we
assume a linear increase of this probability with age.) Likewise, the probability of selecting a rule
modeling a cell defense mechanism decreases with age [23].

Remark 12. The weight assigned to the tick rule affects the number of non-tick rules that are
applied, i.e., the number of instantaneous events that take place before time is advanced by one
hour. Intuitively, the smaller the weight of the tick rule, the more instantaneous events taking place
in one hour. Formally, if ptick(AGE) is the probability of applying the tick rule in the current state
(obtained by normalizing its weight), where the current age of the brain is AGE, then the number of
instantaneous rules to be applied before the tick rule is applied follows a geometric distribution with
parameter ptick(AGE) and support {0, 1, 2, . . .}, and therefore has a mean value of (1/ptick(AGE))−1.

Remark 13. Due to a lack of experimental data, the relative rule weights that we set were picked
largely by intuition, considering the current literature. The context and substitution weights below
could be founded to a larger extent on experimental data. However, the different “score” functions
that we used, i.e., oxStressVulnerability, toxicity, toxicityThreshold and aggSusceptibility, were
still defined intuitively, but try to capture reality as faithfully as possible.

A context strategy defines to which “components” a selected rule should be applied. We first
consider the context strategy for applying the rule toMisfolded. The probability for a native α-syn
monomer to fold into a non-native conformation is different from one brain region to another, due
to the neurons’ region-dependent vulnerability to oxidative stress [40], and is given below by the
function oxStressVulnerability, defined in Appendix B. The second part of the weight expression
models an additional vulnerability of dopaminergic neurons in the midbrain, in which oligomers can
further promote α-syn misfolding by increasing dopamine-mediated oxidative stress, as explained
in [45], leading to a feedback loop:

psdcontext HealthyContextStrat :=

given state:

< "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE,

brainRegions : < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS,

neuralNetwork : < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET > NNET

>

REGIONS

>

7 Modeling that different rule weights are independent of the person’s age is clearly a simplification, but
the necessary experimental data is also missing. Nevertheless, if such data were available, these weights
could easily be specified as functions of the person’s age.
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rule: toMisfolded

is: (< "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE,

brainRegions : < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS, neuralNetwork : [] NNET > REGIONS

>) -> ( oxStressVulnerability(S)

+ (if S == "midbrain" then noOligomers(ASYNMSET) else 0 fi) ) .

That is, this context strategy assigns a probability both to which brain region the rule toMisfolded

should be applied, and to which neuron inside that region the rule should be applied (the hole vari-
able [] denotes the place of the rewrite; in this case it gives the probability of rewriting neuron
O). All neurons in a given non-midbrain region have the same probability of being rewritten (since
oxStressVulnerability is only a function of the region S and not of the attributes of neuron O); in
the midbrain, neurons with a higher number of oligomers have a higher probability of being selected
(formalized by the second term of the weight expression, which may take on different values for
different neurons).

We next show the context strategy that quantifies the nondeterministic choices in the rule
lysosomalAutophagy that formalizes the autophagy cellular defense mechanism ensured by the lyso-
somal system inside each neuron. The following context strategy models that there is a reciprocal
relation between the failure of the lysosomal system and the level of α-syn pathology in the neuron:

psdcontext HealthyContextStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE,

brainRegions : < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS,

neuralNetwork : < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET > NNET

>

REGIONS

>

rule: lysosomalAutophagy

is: (< "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE,

brainRegions : < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS, neuralNetwork : [] NNET > REGIONS

>) -> ( 1 / (1 + toxicity(ASYNMSET)) ) .

The weight expression in this context strategy only depends on the values of attributes of the neuron
O, and does not depend on the brain region S in which the rule lysosomalAutophagy is applied.
Therefore, both the neuron O and the region S are selected according to a uniform distribution.
Furthermore, the following substitution strategy models that there is also a reciprocal relation
between the efficiency of the lysosomal system in degrading the aggregate, and the size of that
aggregate:

psdsubst HealthySubStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE,

brainRegions : < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS,

neuralNetwork : < XO : Neuron | proteins : XASYNMSET XSMALL > NNET

>

REGIONS

>

rule: lysosomalAutophagy

context: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE,

brainRegions : < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS, neuralNetwork : [] NNET > REGIONS

>

is: { O <- XO, ASYNMSET <- XASYNMSET, SMALL <- XSMALL } -> ( 1 / size(XSMALL ) ) .

Therefore, the higher the neuron’s level of α-syn pathology, and the larger the size of the aggregate,
the smaller the efficiency of the lysosomes in degrading it; small efficiency in turn promotes α-syn
aggregation, leading to a feedback loop, as detailed in [71].

The context strategy for rule proteasomalDegradation is essentially the same as the one for
lysosomalAutophagy:
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psdcontext HealthyContextStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE,

brainRegions : < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS,

neuralNetwork : < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET > NNET

>

REGIONS

>

rule: proteasomalDegradation

is: (< "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE,

brainRegions : < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS, neuralNetwork : [] NNET > REGIONS

>) -> ( 1 / (1 + toxicity(ASYNMSET)) ) .

whereas its associated substitution strategy models how the proteasome is roughly twice more
efficient in degrading a native α-syn monomer than a misfolded one [4]:

psdsubst HealthySubStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE,

brainRegions : < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS,

neuralNetwork : < XO : Neuron | proteins : XASYNMSET XMN > NNET

>

REGIONS

>

rule: proteasomalDegradation

context: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE,

brainRegions : < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS, neuralNetwork : [] NNET > REGIONS

>

is: { O <- XO, ASYNMSET <- XASYNMSET, MN <- XMN } -> (if XMN == asyn then 2 else 1 fi ) .

The context strategies for the rules dimerization, oligomerElongation and aggNucleusElongation

model the fact that the probability for α-syn to accumulate is different from one brain region to
another, as discussed in [40]. This probability is given through a function aggSusceptibility defined
in Appendix B. For example, the context strategy for rule oligomerElongation is given by:

psdcontext HealthyContextStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE,

brainRegions : < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS, neuralNetwork : NEURON NNET >

REGIONS

>

rule: oligomerElongation

is: (< "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE,

brainRegions : < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS, neuralNetwork : [] NNET > REGIONS

>) -> ( aggSusceptibility(S) ) .

where NEURON is a variable of sort Object.
Finally, a series of substitution strategies set a uniform distribution over all the possible choices

of the roles of different components in all the remaining rules.

Individual predisposed to PD. In the sporadic form of PD, a form that occurs in 90% of all PD
cases and is believed to be caused by high levels of environmental stress, the likelihood of α-syn
synthesis is the same in predisposed individuals as in healthy people. However, by assigning a larger
weight 90 + AGE/200 to rule toMisfolded (instead of 70 + AGE/200), we model that for persons pre-
disposed to sporadic PD, different causes for oxidative stress are possible, related to environmental
stress; i.e., neuroinflammation, excitotoxicity, mitochondrial dysfunction, or failure of neurotrophic
support [61]. Similarly, we set a larger weight of 40 + AGE/400 to the rule dimerization, as well
as to the rules oligomerElongation and aggNucleusElongation, to model how oxidative stress due
to aging, as well as mitochondrial dysfunction, nitrosylation and neuroinflammation in individuals
predisposed to sporadic PD, further promote α-syn aggregation [61,30]. Finally, we assume that
the cell defense mechanisms are also about five times less efficient than in a healthy individual,
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although the exact factor is unknown; we therefore divide by 5 the weights associated with the rules
proteasomalDegradation and lysosomalAutophagy. The context and substitution strategies are the
same as for healthy individuals.

In the familial form of PD, α-syn is synthesized in excess due to a duplication or triplication of
the α-syn gene, which increases its aggregation dynamics [65]. To model this, we specify a variation
of the strategy for a healthy individual, but in which the weight of the rule synthesis is doubled,
to model the effect of triplication of the α-syn gene [24], i.e., we set the weight to 40.

Predisposed individual under treatment with rapamycin. In this scenario, all the rule, context, and
substitution strategies are the same as in the previous setting of PD-predisposed individuals, except
for the rule weight associated with the rule lysosomalAutophagy, that is changed to formalize the
administration of a daily dose of rapamycin at time 00:00, whose effects we estimate to be present
for 6 hours, based on recent research [42], after which its effects disappear. As explained in Section
2, rapamycin enhances autophagy, and based on [25,48] we estimate that while rapamycin is active,
it roughly doubles the efficiency of the lysosomal system. Therefore, for the familial form of PD,
this is modeled using the standard if_then_else_fi Maude operator as follows:

( lysosomalAutophagy ) -> ((if AGE rem 24 < 6 then 100 else 50 fi) / ((AGE quo 200) + 2)) ;

whereas for the sporadic form of PD, the weight expression for the rule lysosomalAutophagy becomes:

( lysosomalAutophagy ) -> ((if AGE rem 24 < 6 then 20 else 10 fi) / ((AGE quo 200) + 2)) ;

5 Probabilistic Simulation in PSMaude

The computational model that we developed in the previous sections allows us to do in silico
experiments under different biological conditions, from different initial states of the brain. However,
to be able to obtain graphs for the different quantities of interest, we had to keep track of them by
adding operators in the neuralNetwork attribute of each BrainRegion object, without changing the
functionality of our model. More precisely, we declared the operators:

ops #nativeCount #misfoldedCount #oligomersCount #aggNucleiCount #LBCount

#aSynCount #deadNeurons : String Nat -> Configuration [ctor] .

where the terms #nativeCount(r, n1), #misfoldedCount(r, n2), #oligomersCount(r, n3), as well as
#aggNucleiCount(r, n4) and #LBCount(r, n5) mean that there are n1 “free” native α-syn monomers
(i.e., native monomers not inside an aggregate), n2 “free” misfolded monomers, n3 oligomers, n4
aggregation nuclei and n5 Lewy bodies, respectively, in the brain region r (summing up over all
neurons in this region). Furthermore, the term #aSynCount(r, p) means that there are p free and
non-free α-syn monomers in the brain region r (i.e., also counting monomers inside aggregates),
giving a measure of the total quantity of α-syn in that brain region, and a term #deadNeurons(r, q)

means that q neurons died in the brain region r (with respect to the initial state).
We then slightly updated our unquantified PSMaude model presented in Section 3 so that the

values of these quantities are updated correspondingly with the application of each equation and
rule. Namely, we updated the equation modeling that an oligomer whose size is larger than a certain
bound is an aggregation nucleus, as follows:

ceq < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MS), DT) >

#oligomersCount(S, K)

#aggNucleiCount(S, K’)

= < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(aggNucleus(MS), DT) >

#oligomersCount(S, sd(K, 1))

#aggNucleiCount(S, K’ + 1)

if DT > 0 /\ noMonomers(MS) > maxOligomerSize .
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and we updated the other equations similarly. We also slightly changed the equation modeling the
death of a neuron:

ceq < nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

< eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ >

#deadNeurons(S, K)

= < eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ ASYNMSET >

#deadNeurons(S, K + 1)

if toxicity(ASYNMSET) > toxicityThreshold(S) .

We also slightly updated the rewrite rules which led to a change in different quantities. For instance,
we changed the rule modeling a cell defense by lysosomal autophagy as follows:

rl [lysosomalAutophagy]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL >

#nativeCount(S, K) #misfoldedCount(S, K’)

#oligomersCount(S, K’’) #aggNucleiCount(S, K’’’)

#aSynCount(S, K’’’’)

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

#nativeCount(S, sd(K, if SMALL == asyn then 1 else 0 fi))

#misfoldedCount(S, sd(K’, if SMALL == asyn* then 1 else 0 fi))

#oligomersCount(S, sd(K’’, if isOligomer(SMALL) then 1 else 0 fi))

#aggNucleiCount(S, sd(K’’’, if isAggNucleus(SMALL) then 1 else 0 fi))

#aSynCount(S, sd(K’’’’, size(SMALL))) .

The other rules were updated in a similar way, except for the exocytosis and endocytosis rules
which do not change the value of any of these quantities inside the same brain region, and therefore
did not need to be updated. Finally, we also had to update the initial state correspondingly, where
all quantities were initialized to 0 in all brain regions except the lower brainstem, where their initial
values were given by the “insult” we defined for the brainstem in the initial state. Appendix B gives
the PSMaude specification of this modified model. Since the model was modified to include the
different counters, the probabilistic strategies also had to be slightly updated. Appendix C gives the
full PSMaude specification of the updated strategies.

Results. We use PSMaude to simulate the system under the different scenarios mentioned in the
previous section, from an initial state in which all neurons are empty, except for those in the lower
brainstem, in which we set an initial insult in each neuron of 20 native and 20 misfolded α-syn
monomers, as well as 20 oligomers made up of 3 monomers, and 10 aggregation nuclei made up of
6 monomers. Since we use approximate weights (due to missing kinetic data in the literature), the
graphs below are also approximating reality. We simulate our system for a duration of a few months,
that is enough to show some aspects of PD pathology, such as the propagation and accumulation of
α-syn in the brain, the formation of Lewy bodies, and the effect of rapamycin.

Healthy Individual. The results of the simulation in Fig. 9 show that α-syn also can accumulate in
large amounts in healthy people, in agreement with experimental data [13], since aging influences
α-syn aggregation. The graphs also show that the initial insult almost disappears, so that the
progression of the disease seems to depend more on age than on the initial insult. The effect of
aging is seen by the increase in total α-syn and misfolded monomers and oligomers after about 1000
hours. However, no neuronal death took place during the simulation, indicating that cell defenses are
efficient in a healthy individual, at least for a few thousand hours. A single Lewy body was formed
at the beginning of the simulation, most likely due to the “insult” we defined for the brainstem in
the initial state. However, no more Lewy bodies were formed during the simulation, in contrast to
the simulation results for the cases of sporadic and familial PD.
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Fig. 9. In healthy persons the aggregates progressively disappear and spread is limited.
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Sporadic PD. The results in Figure 10 show the effect on the different brain regions of taking
rapamycin (the graph drawn in black). With rapamycin, the total amount of aggregation nuclei
appears to be decreased, while the formation of Lewy bodies is only delayed in the forebrain. The
quick formation of Lewy bodies in the lower brainstem at the beginning of the simulation is most
likely due to the “insult” we set in the initial state. These graphs also show that the aggregates
eventually reached the neocortex.

Remark 14. The simulation in our paper [7] for the case of sporadic PD showed that rapamycin
can also delay the formation of Lewy bodies in the lower brainstem, contrasting with the results of
the simulation in this paper. The reason is that, in this paper, we correctly modeled the fact that
the efficiency of cell defense mechanisms is affected by the nature (in the case of the proteasome)
and the size (in the case of the lysosomes) of the species being degraded, using the context and
substitution strategies for the rules proteasomalDegradation and lysosomalAutophagy. The model
in [7] had a slight error in modeling these features, in that the corresponding substitution strategies
were incorrectly set to be uniform, and the context strategies were ill-defined, a notion that we only
recently introduced in [6]. This also led to slightly different simulation results.

Familial PD. In this scenario we simulate the effect of rapamycin on a patient with familial PD.
One of the features we noticed is that the dynamics of aggregation is different than in the case of
sporadic PD, as shown in Figure 11: Although the total amount of α-syn is almost the same, there
are fewer oligomers and more Lewy bodies in our simulations for familial PD. Compared with its
simulated effect on patients with sporadic PD, rapamycin also seems more efficient in that it leads to
a more significant decrease in the total amount of aggregates in the brain. Furthermore, rapamycin
seems to delay the formation of Lewy bodies in all brain regions, in contrast to the case of sporadic
PD where its simulated effects are unclear.

6 Related Work

Many formal stochastic approaches to biochemical reactions rely on counting abstraction, which
represents a set of components by its number of elements (see, e.g., [37]). This abstraction does
not allow us to keep track of the size and contents of single aggregates, which is important, since,
e.g., the probability of degrading an aggregate is inversely proportional to its size. Our model gives
a precise view of α-syn aggregation that takes stochastic fluctuations into account. We also model
the dynamically changing neural networks and the intra-region and inter-region propagation of α-
syn, which affects its aggregation. In contrast, [41] provides a deterministic differential equation
model for protein aggregation in a single cell, and assumes a continuous change of concentrations
for aggregates of different sizes. This model provides a view of the “average” dynamics of the
aggregation process, and is not accurate for small amounts of aggregates. Furthermore, it does not
consider neuronal death or the propagation of aggregates, which seem difficult to accommodate in
a differential equation model. The paper [49] is a notable exception, that also includes cell death
in its model, but its focus is on prion diseases in general, and not on Parkinson’s. Furthermore,
the papers [54,65] provide differential equation-based models of α-syn aggregation in a single cell,
including a significant amount of information about the underlying pathways. The mathematical
model in [54] was calibrated using experimental data and was able to predict the system behavior
in several scenarios. The predictions obtained by simulating the model in [65], concerning certain
therapeutic strategies, were also validated experimentally.

The quantitative and probabilistic extension of Pathway Logic (PL) in [1] is also a rewriting-
logic-based tool for modeling and analyzing biochemical pathways. PL focuses on a single cell, and
does not support hierarchical, real-time or object-oriented models, nor does it support the complex
probabilistic strategies in this paper.
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Fig. 10. Effect of rapamycin on patients with sporadic PD.
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Fig. 11. Effect of rapamycin on patients with familial PD.
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Bio-PEPA [20] requires a static hierarchical model structure, and hence makes it hard to model
dynamic aspects like the death of a neuron. It also does not support advanced probabilistic strategies,
although it allows defining different kinetic laws for the reactions in the “base” model in a modular
way.

In [43] the biochemical stochastic π-calculus has been used to model and simulate a detailed
model of α-syn aggregation and degradation at the single-cell level. This work does not consider the
propagation of these proteins—which might affect their aggregation—and hence does not model a
multicellular neural network. Furthermore, their kinetic rates are just constants, whereas the weights
in our model are a function of the age and the state of the brain.

In [3] a Maude model is given for the pathological pathways in Alzheimer’s disease. This work
is different from ours in several ways: (i) the pathways to neurodegeneration in Alzheimer’s disease
differ from those in PD; (ii) the model in [3] is a purely qualitative model, modeling in detail the
signaling pathway for β-amyloid regulation. We do not model the pathological pathway in PD in such
detail, but we include a significant amount of probabilistic information, providing both qualitative
and quantitative insights. The model proposed in [3] is also not object-oriented or real-time, and
has a flat, single-cell system state.

Finally, [56] provides a single-cell stochastic model for the aggregation of misfolded proteins,
where the efficiency of the cell quality control system in degrading aggregates is inversely propor-
tional to their size, which is the same as we consider in our model.

7 Conclusions

We have used PSMaude, a recent probabilistic extension of Maude, to define the first executable
formal model of α-syn aggregation and propagation through a dynamically changing, hierarchically-
organized neural network. We then formalized the probabilistic behaviors in three pathobiological
scenarios as probabilistic strategies on top of this model, and used PSMaude to simulate the ac-
cumulation of α-syn in these scenarios. Since the kinetic rates of most reactions are unknown, the
actual values used in our strategies may not be the correct ones. However, as further experimental
data become available about the kinetics of different pathological processes, they could easily be
incorporated into our model via the weights in the probabilistic strategies. Furthermore, since our
model is parametric on the topology of the neural networks inside each brain region, it can easily be
adapted to incorporate new experimental data in the literature on connectomics [67,52] allowing for
a more precise modeling of brain connectivity, e.g., axons of different sizes in different brain regions
(affecting α-syn propagation), a more realistic topology for the neural networks [15], etc.

Since PD has recently been shown to have the characteristics of a prion disease [60,39], and since
different neurodegenerative disorders have been shown to be prion-like [39,12], our model should
be easily adaptable to model important processes in other diseases such as Alzheimer’s and the
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.

Finally, due to the size and complexity of our model, we focus on simulation, and restrict our-
selves to analyzing α-syn aggregation and propagation in fairly small neural networks. This is also
the case with many existing approaches, which mainly use the Gillespie stochastic simulation algo-
rithm to analyze different intracellular pathways, and rarely do a formal verification of such models.
Nevertheless, our tool should be optimized to also make feasible nontrivial statistical model check-
ing of α-syn aggregation and propagation in large neural networks, as well as to allow obtaining
simulations over longer time-periods and show the neuroprotective effect of rapamycin.
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A Unquantified “Base” Model of α-syn Aggregation and Propagation

We provide the full PSMaude specification of the PSMaude model presented in Section 3.

(pmod ALPHA-SYN is

protecting RAT . protecting STRING .

*** variable declarations

var MN MN’ : ASynMonomer .

var ASYNSPECIES : ASynSpecies .

var SMALL : ASynSmallSpecies .

var ASYNMSET ASYNMSET’ : ASynMSet .

var MS : ASynMonomerMSet .

var NEMS NEMS’ : NeASynMonomerMSet .

var O O’ : Oid .

var OS : OidSet .

var N N’ K K’ K’’ K’’’ K’’’’ W W’ W’’ W’’’ W’’’’ : Nat .

var DT DT’ R : Rat .

var S S’ : String .

var CF CF’ NNET NNET’ REGIONS : Configuration .

---------------------- BASIC DATA TYPES ------------------------

*** data types for native and misfolded a-syn monomers

sort ASynMonomer .

op asyn : -> ASynMonomer [ctor format (g! o)] .

op asyn* : -> ASynMonomer [ctor format (r! o)] .

*** multisets of monomers

sorts ASynMonomerMSet NeASynMonomerMSet .

subsort ASynMonomer < NeASynMonomerMSet < ASynMonomerMSet .

op noMonomer : -> ASynMonomerMSet [ctor] .

op _++_ : ASynMonomerMSet ASynMonomerMSet -> ASynMonomerMSet

[ctor assoc comm id: noMonomer format(u yu u o)] .

op _++_ : NeASynMonomerMSet NeASynMonomerMSet -> NeASynMonomerMSet [ctor ditto] .

*** returns number of monomers in a monomer multiset

op noMonomers : ASynMonomerMSet -> Nat .

eq noMonomers(noMonomer) = 0 .

eq noMonomers(MN ++ MS) = 1 + noMonomers(MS) .

*** a-syn AGGREGATES represented as multisets of a-syn monomers;

*** the small aggregates, i.e., oligomers and aggregation nuclei

sort ASynSmallAggregate .

op oligomer : ASynMonomerMSet -> ASynSmallAggregate [format (y o)] .

op aggNucleus : ASynMonomerMSet -> ASynSmallAggregate [format (m o)] .

*** this sort also includes the large aggregates: Lewy bodies

sort ASynAggregate .

subsort ASynSmallAggregate < ASynAggregate .

op LB : ASynMonomerMSet -> ASynAggregate [ctor format (c o)] .

*** a small a-syn species is either a monomer or a small aggregate

sorts ASynSmallSpecies .

subsorts ASynMonomer ASynSmallAggregate < ASynSmallSpecies .

*** terms of sort ASynSpecies represent general a-syn aggregates, including LBs

sort ASynSpecies .

subsorts ASynSmallSpecies ASynAggregate < ASynSpecies .
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*** calculates the number of monomers in an a-syn complex

op size : ASynSpecies -> Nat [frozen] .

eq size(MN) = 1 .

eq size(oligomer(MS)) = noMonomers(MS) .

eq size(aggNucleus(MS)) = noMonomers(MS) .

eq size(LB(MS)) = noMonomers(MS) .

*** sort for modeling delays of movement/changes of a-syn monomers and aggregates

sort DelayedASynSpecies .

*** the set of delayed complexes includes all complexes (with delay 0)

*** and the delayed complexes with *nonzero* delay

subsort ASynSpecies < DelayedASynSpecies .

*** models delayed a-syn monomers and aggregates;

*** equation added since unification is not implemented

*** for operators with right identity elements

op dly : ASynSpecies Rat -> DelayedASynSpecies [ctor frozen(1)] .

eq dly(ASYNSPECIES, 0) = ASYNSPECIES .

*** MULTISETS OF PROTEINS (a-syn monomers and aggregates)

*** modeling the contents of a neuron

sort ASynMSet .

subsort DelayedASynSpecies < ASynMSet .

op none : -> ASynMSet [ctor] .

op __ : ASynMSet ASynMSet -> ASynMSet [ctor assoc comm id: none] .

*** CLASS DECLARATIONS

*** THE BRAIN

*** A brain has an age and a set of interconnected brain regions.

class Brain | age : Rat, brainRegions : Configuration .

*** A BRAIN REGION

*** A brain region is comprised of a local neural network neuralNetwork

*** and a set neighbors of the IDs of all neighboring brain regions

class BrainRegion | neuralNetwork : Configuration, neighbors : OidSet .

*** a multiset of object IDs, used in the neighbors attribute of a BrainRegion object

sort OidSet . subsort Oid < OidSet .

op noid : -> OidSet [ctor] .

op _‘,_ : OidSet OidSet -> OidSet [ctor assoc comm id: noid] .

*** each brain region is identified by its name as a string

subsort String < Oid .

*** A PROTEIN SPACE (neuron or extracellular space)

*** class for spaces that can contain proteins (e.g., neurons, extracellular spaces)

class ProteinSpace | proteins : ASynMSet .

class Neuron . class ExtSpace .

subclasses Neuron ExtSpace < ProteinSpace .

*** the ID of a neuron is given by the name of the region

*** to which it belongs, and a unique number

op nid : String Nat -> Oid [ctor] .

*** the ID of an extracellular space is similar

op eid : String Nat -> Oid [ctor] .
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---------------------- MODEL PARAMETERS ------------------------

*** upper bounds for each aggregate to remain the same kind of aggregate

*** i.e., if they grow beyond these bounds, they change their type

ops maxOligomerSize maxAggNucleusSize : -> Nat [memo] .

eq maxOligomerSize = 4 .

eq maxAggNucleusSize = 10 .

*** The set of all neurons in each brain region is organized

*** as a square lattice with sides of size latticeSize.

op latticeSize : -> Nat [memo] .

eq latticeSize = 3 .

op latticeSizeSquare : -> Nat [memo] .

eq latticeSizeSquare = latticeSize * latticeSize .

*** Set the thresholds for the minimum amount of toxicity to result in a neuron’s death.

*** Should be >= 2, since some neurons in the initial state already have one aggregate.

*** These thresholds are different from one region to another,

*** with the dopaminergic neurons in the midbrain being the least resistant to toxicity,

*** i.e., having the smallest threshold.

op toxicityThreshold : String -> Nat .

eq toxicityThreshold("lower brainstem") = 200 .

eq toxicityThreshold("olfactory bulb") = 200 .

eq toxicityThreshold("midbrain") = 180 .

eq toxicityThreshold("forebrain") = 200 .

eq toxicityThreshold("neocortex") = 200 .

*** estimates the toxicity of a multiset of different types of a-syn complexes;

*** oligomers are about 3 times more toxic than any other species

op toxicity : ASynMSet -> Rat [frozen] .

eq toxicity(oligomer(MS) ASYNMSET) = 3 + toxicity(ASYNMSET) .

eq toxicity(aggNucleus(MS) ASYNMSET) = 1 + toxicity(ASYNMSET) .

eq toxicity(LB(MS) ASYNMSET) = 1 + toxicity(ASYNMSET) .

eq toxicity(MN ASYNMSET) = 1/10 + toxicity(ASYNMSET) .

eq toxicity(ASYNMSET) = 0 [owise] .

*** reachable(N, N’) = true if the neuron with ID N

*** is a neighbor of the neuron with ID N’;

*** the neighbors are those in the same brain region, or in the next one

*** NOTE: A neuron can also reach itself.

op reachable : Nat Nat -> Bool [comm] .

eq reachable(N, N’)

= (N’ == N)

or (N’ == N + 1 and (sd(N + N’, 1) rem latticeSize =/= 0)) --- left/right

or (N’ == N + latticeSize and N’ <= latticeSizeSquare) . --- up/down

*** emptyNeuralNetwork(N) generates a set of N neurons

*** with IDs nid(S, 1), nid(S, 2), ..., nid(S, N)

*** containing no alpha-synucleins, and with empty associated extracellular spaces

op emptyNeuralNetwork : String Nat -> Configuration .

eq emptyNeuralNetwork(S, 0) = none .

eq emptyNeuralNetwork(S, N) = < nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : none >

< eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : none >

emptyNeuralNetwork(S, N - 1) .
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*** aggNeuralNetwork(N) generates a set of N neurons with IDs nid(S, 1), nid(S, 2), ..., nid(S, N)

*** containing a single aggregation nucleus, and where their extracellular spaces

*** have one native and two misfolded a-syn monomers, as well as an oligomer

op aggNeuralNetwork : String Nat -> Configuration .

eq aggNeuralNetwork(S, 0) = none .

eq aggNeuralNetwork(S, N)

= < nid(S, N) : Neuron |

proteins : asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn

asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn asyn *** 20 native

asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn*

asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* asyn* *** 20 misfolded

oligomer(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn) oligomer(asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

oligomer(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn) oligomer(asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

oligomer(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn) oligomer(asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

oligomer(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn) oligomer(asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

oligomer(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn) oligomer(asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

oligomer(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn) oligomer(asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

oligomer(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn) oligomer(asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

oligomer(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn) oligomer(asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

oligomer(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn) oligomer(asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

oligomer(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn) oligomer(asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*) *** 20 oligomers

aggNucleus(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn)

aggNucleus(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

aggNucleus(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn)

aggNucleus(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

aggNucleus(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn)

aggNucleus(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

aggNucleus(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn)

aggNucleus(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*)

aggNucleus(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn)

aggNucleus(asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn ++ asyn* ++ asyn* ++ asyn*) *** 10 agg nuclei

>

< eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : none > aggNeuralNetwork(S, N - 1) .

*** THE INITIAL STATE

op initState : -> Configuration [ctor] .

eq initState

= < "Brain" : Brain | age : 0,

brainRegions :

< "olfactory bulb" : BrainRegion | neighbors : "forebrain",

neuralNetwork : emptyNeuralNetwork("olfactory bulb", latticeSizeSquare) >

< "lower brainstem" : BrainRegion | neighbors : "midbrain",

neuralNetwork : aggNeuralNetwork("lower brainstem", latticeSizeSquare) >

< "midbrain" : BrainRegion | neighbors : ("lower brainstem", "forebrain", "neocortex"),

neuralNetwork : emptyNeuralNetwork("midbrain", latticeSizeSquare) >

< "forebrain" : BrainRegion | neighbors : ("olfactory bulb", "midbrain", "neocortex"),

neuralNetwork : emptyNeuralNetwork("forebrain", latticeSizeSquare) >

< "neocortex" : BrainRegion | neighbors : ("forebrain", "midbrain"),

neuralNetwork : emptyNeuralNetwork("neocortex", latticeSizeSquare) > > .
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---------------- FUNCTIONS FOR MODELING THE PASSING OF TIME ----------------------

*** models the effect of time elapse on the state

op delta : Configuration Rat -> Configuration [frozen(1)] .

ceq delta(CF CF’, DT) = delta(CF, DT) delta(CF’, DT) if CF =/= none /\ CF’ =/= none .

eq delta(< S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS, neuralNetwork : NNET >, DT)

= < S : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS, neuralNetwork : delta(NNET, DT) > .

eq delta(< O : ProteinSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET >, DT)

= < O : ProteinSpace | proteins : deltaAgg(ASYNMSET, DT) > .

eq delta(CF, DT) = CF [owise] . --- leave all else unchanged

*** effect of time elapse on a multiset of

*** (delayed and undelayed) a-syn monomers and aggregates

op deltaAgg : ASynMSet Rat -> ASynMSet [frozen(1)] .

eq deltaAgg(dly(ASYNSPECIES, DT) ASYNMSET, DT’)

= dly(ASYNSPECIES, DT - DT’) deltaAgg(ASYNMSET, DT’) .

eq deltaAgg(ASYNMSET, DT) = ASYNMSET [owise] . *** leave all else unchanged

*** EQUIVALENCES

*** ‘‘PHASE TRANSITIONS’’ OF AGGREGATES (can change the toxicity of a neuron)

*** If the size of an oligomer grows beyond a bound, it becomes a (stable) aggregation nucleus

*** that does not lose monomers, but may fragment into two large aggregates.

***

*** (The condition DT > 0 is added to ensure confluence of the equational specification,

*** i.e., so that "phase transitions" will not apply to terms dly(X, 0) which can cause non-confluence.)

ceq [oligomerToAggNucleus]: dly(oligomer(MS), DT) = dly(aggNucleus(MS), DT)

if DT > 0 /\ noMonomers(MS) > maxOligomerSize .

*** A delayed oligomer with a single monomer is the same as a delayed monomer.

ceq [oligomerToMonomer]: dly(oligomer(MN), DT) = dly(MN, DT) if DT > 0 .

*** If the size of an aggregation nucleus grows beyond a bound,

*** it becomes a Lewy body which does not lose monomers and does not fragment.

ceq [aggNucleusToLB]: dly(aggNucleus(MS), DT) = dly(LB(MS), DT)

if DT > 0 /\ noMonomers(MS) > maxAggNucleusSize .

*** If the size of an aggregation nucleus decreases below a bound, it becomes an oligomer.

ceq [aggNucleusToOligomer]: dly(aggNucleus(MS), DT) = dly(oligomer(MS), DT)

if DT > 0 /\ noMonomers(MS) <= maxOligomerSize .

*** NEURONAL DEATH

*** If the toxicity inside the neuron exceeds the threshold, the neuron dies

*** and its contents are released into its neighboring extracellular space.

ceq [neuronDeath]:

< nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

< eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ >

= < eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ ASYNMSET >

if toxicity(ASYNMSET) > toxicityThreshold(S) .
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------------------------ DYNAMICS STARTS HERE ------------------------

---------------------------- TIME ADVANCE ----------------------------

rl [tick]:

< "Brain" : Brain | age : R, brainRegions : REGIONS >

=> < "Brain" : Brain | age : R + 1, brainRegions : delta(REGIONS, 1) > .

------------------- A-SYN AGGREGATION DYNAMICS -----------------------

*** NOTE: We abstracted away the aggregation dynamics of Lewy bodies.

*** SYNTHESIS OF (NATIVE) A-SYN

rl [synthesis]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn > .

*** A-SYN FOLDING DYNAMICS

rl [toMisfolded]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn* > .

rl [toNative]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn* >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn > .

*** OLIGOMER FORMATION

*** formation of a new dimer (oligomer with two monomers)

rl [dimerization]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET MN MN’ >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MN ++ MN’), 10) > .

*** OLIGOMER DYNAMICS

*** oligomer extension and dissociation

rl [oligomerElongation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET oligomer(MS) MN >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MS ++ MN), 5) > .

rl [oligomerDissociation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET oligomer(MS ++ MN) >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MS), 5) dly(MN, 5) > .

*** AGGREGATION NUCLEUS DYNAMICS

*** aggregation nucleus extension; no dissociation since such aggregates are stable

rl [aggNucleusElongation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET aggNucleus(MS) MN >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(aggNucleus(MS ++ MN), 1) > .

*** aggregation nucleus fragmentation

rl [aggNucleusFragmentation]:

< O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET aggNucleus(MN ++ NEMS ++ MN’ ++ NEMS’) >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(aggNucleus(MN ++ NEMS), 10)

dly(aggNucleus(MN’ ++ NEMS’), 10)

> .
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------------------- A-SYN PROPAGATION DYNAMICS -----------------------

*** NOTE: We assume that all alpha-syn species can be propagated apart from Lewy bodies.

*** EXOCYTOSIS

*** A (nondeterministically chosen) neuron releases an a-syn complex (except Lewy body)

*** into its extracellular space (e.g., by vesicle-mediated exocytosis).

*** This event takes place in a nondeterministically chosen brain region.

*** NOTE: We assume that the exocytosis of an a-syn monomer is instantaneous.

rl [exocytosis]:

< nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL >

< eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ >

=> < nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

< eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ dly(SMALL, if SMALL :: ASynMonomer then 0 else 16 fi) > .

*** "LOCAL" ENDOCYTOSIS (i.e., in the same brain region)

*** An a-syn complex (except Lewy body) in a nondeterministically chosen extracelullar space

*** is uptaken by a nondeterministically chosen neighboring neuron

*** either by endocytosis, or by another yet unknown uptake mechanism.

*** This event also takes place in a nondeterministically chosen brain region.

*** NOTE: We assume that the endocytosis of an a-syn monomer is instantaneous.

crl [endocytosis]:

< eid(S, N’) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ SMALL >

< nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

=> < eid(S, N’) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ >

< nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(SMALL, if SMALL :: ASynMonomer then 0 else 16 fi) >

if reachable(N, N’) .

*** SYNAPTIC ENDOCYTOSIS (TRANSSYNAPTIC PROPAGATION)

***

*** An a-syn complex (except Lewy body) is transported through the axon of a neuron

*** to one of its neighboring neurons, in a neighboring brain region

*** either by anterograde or by retrograde transport.

*** This event takes place in a nondeterministically chosen brain region.

***

*** Furthermore, the "source" and "target" neurons are chosen nondeterministically

*** from each of the two brain regions, that are also chosen nondeterministically,

*** such that these two neurons are neighbors in the corresponding lattice,

*** or have the same position.

***

*** NOTE 1: the fact that the transport is *bidirectional* is ensured by the initial state initState

*** where if a neuron X is connected to Y, then Y is also connected to X.

***

*** NOTE 2: We assume that the transsynpatic propagation of an a-syn monomer is instantaneous.

***

crl [synapticPropagation]:

< S : BrainRegion | neighbors : (S’, OS),

neuralNetwork : < nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL > NNET

>

< S’ : BrainRegion |

neuralNetwork : < nid(S’, N’) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET’ > NNET’

>

=> < S : BrainRegion |

neuralNetwork : < nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET > NNET >

< S’ : BrainRegion |

neuralNetwork : < nid(S’, N’) : Neuron |

proteins : ASYNMSET’ dly(SMALL, if SMALL :: ASynMonomer then 0 else 16 fi)

>

NNET’

>

if reachable(N, N’) .
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-------------------------- CELL DEFENSE ------------------------------

*** proteasome and lysosome degradation of monomers and aggregates, except Lewy bodies

rl [proteasomalDegradation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET MN >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET > .

*** proteasome and lysosome degradation of monomers and aggregates, except Lewy bodies

rl [lysosomalAutophagy]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL >

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET > .

-------------------------- EXTRACELLULAR DYNAMICS -----------------------

*** An a-synuclein complex (monomer or aggregate, except Lewy body) is dissolved

*** in (a nondeterministically chosen) extracellular space.

*** This event also takes place in a nondeterministically chosen brain region.

*** NOTE: We assume that the dissolution of a small a-syn complex is instantaneous.

rl [dissolution]: < O : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL >

=> < O : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET > .

endpm)
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B Unquantified Simulation Model of α-syn Aggregation and Propagation

We provide the PSMaude specification of the (slightly modified) model that we use in Section 5 in
our simulations, including the functions used for defining the probabilistic strategies in Appendix C.
The static part of this model is almost the same as that for the “base” model in Appendix A.
Therefore, we only included the parts that are new, or those that change this “base” model. (For
completeness, we also included the unchanged rewrite rules in the dynamic part of this model.)
The full PSMaude specification of our simulation model can be downloaded from the PSMaude
homepage http://heim.ifi.uio.no/lucianb/psmaude/.

(pmod ALPHA-SYN-ANALYSIS is

. . .
*** predicates to check the nature of an a-syn complex

op isOligomer : ASynSpecies -> Bool [frozen] .

eq isOligomer(oligomer(MS)) = true .

eq isOligomer(ASYNSPECIES) = false [owise] .

op isAggNucleus : ASynSpecies -> Bool [frozen] .

eq isAggNucleus(aggNucleus(MS)) = true .

eq isAggNucleus(ASYNSPECIES) = false [owise] .

---------------------- ADDED FOR ANALYSIS PURPOSES --------------------------

*** These operators give the counts for a certain brain region

*** e.g., #aggNucleiCount("lower brainstem", 45) means that

*** there are 45 aggregation nuclei in the "lower brainstem" area

*** (counting both those in the neurons and in the extracellular spaces in that area).

ops #deadNeurons #nativeCount #misfoldedCount #oligomersCount

#aggNucleiCount #LBCount #aSynCount : String Nat -> Configuration [ctor format (b! o)] .

*** NOTE 1: #misfoldedCount only counts the number of "free" misfolded monomers,

*** i.e., it does not count monomers inside the aggregates.

***

*** NOTE 2: These counters give the totals over all neurons *and* extracellular spaces,

*** i.e., we do not have two separate counters for the neurons and the extracellular spaces.

*** We also do not have separate counters for each neuron or each extracellular space.

***

*** NOTE 3: These counters also give the totals of both "stable" monomers/aggregates

*** and those that undergo some transformation (and will surely become stable),

*** which are modeled as "delayed" monomers/aggregates.

*** So they count both delayed and undelayed monomers/aggregates.

*** This is because the delayed ones will surely become "stable" monomers/aggregates,

*** so we already count them. The reactants are also already consumed when the process is started.

***

*** For instance, we count in a "pre-oligomer" even if it is not formed yet.

*** The counts for the two monomers are also decreased, since they are no longer separate,

*** but take part in the dimerization process.

*** We also count in an oligomer that is moving (and therefore is not available)

*** from one neuron to/from another, or to/from the extracellular space.

***

*** However, the monomers/aggregates only become "available" to participate in other reactions

*** after their delay "timer" expires.

*** We therefore count both available and unavailable monomers/aggregates.
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*** THE INITIAL STATE

op initState : -> Configuration [ctor] .

eq initState = < "Brain" : Brain | age : 0,

brainRegions :

< "olfactory bulb" : BrainRegion |

neighbors : "forebrain",

neuralNetwork : emptyNeuralNetwork("olfactory bulb", latticeSizeSquare)

#deadNeurons("olfactory bulb", 0)

#nativeCount("olfactory bulb", 0)

#misfoldedCount("olfactory bulb", 0)

#oligomersCount("olfactory bulb", 0)

#aggNucleiCount("olfactory bulb", 0)

#LBCount("olfactory bulb", 0)

#aSynCount("olfactory bulb", 0)

>

< "lower brainstem" : BrainRegion |

neighbors : "midbrain",

neuralNetwork : aggNeuralNetwork("lower brainstem", latticeSizeSquare)

#deadNeurons("lower brainstem", 0)

#nativeCount("lower brainstem", latticeSizeSquare * 20)

#misfoldedCount("lower brainstem", latticeSizeSquare * 20)

#oligomersCount("lower brainstem", latticeSizeSquare * 20)

#aggNucleiCount("lower brainstem", latticeSizeSquare * 10)

#LBCount("lower brainstem", 0)

#aSynCount("lower brainstem",

latticeSizeSquare * (40 + 20 * 3 + 10 * 6))

>

< "midbrain" : BrainRegion |

neighbors : ("lower brainstem", "forebrain", "neocortex"),

neuralNetwork : emptyNeuralNetwork("midbrain", latticeSizeSquare)

#deadNeurons("midbrain", 0)

#nativeCount("midbrain", 0)

#misfoldedCount("midbrain", 0)

#oligomersCount("midbrain", 0)

#aggNucleiCount("midbrain", 0)

#LBCount("midbrain", 0)

#aSynCount("midbrain", 0)

>

< "forebrain" : BrainRegion |

neighbors : ("olfactory bulb", "midbrain", "neocortex"),

neuralNetwork : emptyNeuralNetwork("forebrain", latticeSizeSquare)

#deadNeurons("forebrain", 0)

#nativeCount("forebrain", 0)

#misfoldedCount("forebrain", 0)

#oligomersCount("forebrain", 0)

#aggNucleiCount("forebrain", 0)

#LBCount("forebrain", 0)

#aSynCount("forebrain", 0)

>

< "neocortex" : BrainRegion |

neighbors : ("forebrain", "midbrain"),

neuralNetwork : emptyNeuralNetwork("neocortex", latticeSizeSquare)

#deadNeurons("neocortex", 0)

#nativeCount("neocortex", 0)

#misfoldedCount("neocortex", 0)

#oligomersCount("neocortex", 0)

#aggNucleiCount("neocortex", 0)

#LBCount("neocortex", 0)

#aSynCount("neocortex", 0)

>

> .
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*** EQUIVALENCES

*** ‘‘PHASE TRANSITIONS’’ OF AGGREGATES (can change the toxicity of a neuron)

*** If the size of an oligomer grows beyond a bound, it becomes a (stable) aggregation nucleus

*** that does not lose monomers, but may fragment into two large aggregates.

***

*** (The condition DT > 0 is added to ensure confluence of the equational specification,

*** i.e., so that "phase transitions" will not apply to terms dly(X, 0) which can cause non-confluence.)

ceq [oligomerToAggNucleus]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MS), DT) >

#oligomersCount(S, K)

#aggNucleiCount(S, K’)

= < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(aggNucleus(MS), DT) >

#oligomersCount(S, sd(K, 1))

#aggNucleiCount(S, K’ + 1)

if DT > 0 /\ noMonomers(MS) > maxOligomerSize .

*** A delayed oligomer with a single monomer is the same as a delayed monomer.

ceq [oligomerToMonomer]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MN), DT) >

#nativeCount(S, K)

#misfoldedCount(S, K’)

#oligomersCount(S, K’’)

= < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(MN, DT) >

#nativeCount(S, K + (if MN == asyn then 1 else 0 fi))

#misfoldedCount(S, K’ + (if MN == asyn* then 1 else 0 fi))

#oligomersCount(S, sd(K’’, 1))

if DT > 0 .

*** If the size of an aggregation nucleus grows beyond a bound,

*** it becomes a Lewy body which does not lose monomers and does not fragment.

ceq [aggNucleusToLB]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(aggNucleus(MS), DT) >

#aggNucleiCount(S, K)

#LBCount(S, K’)

= < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(LB(MS), DT) >

#aggNucleiCount(S, sd(K, 1))

#LBCount(S, K’ + 1)

if DT > 0 /\ noMonomers(MS) > maxAggNucleusSize .

*** If the size of an aggregation nucleus decreases below a bound, it becomes an oligomer.

ceq [aggNucleusToOligomer]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(aggNucleus(MS), DT) >

#aggNucleiCount(S, K)

#oligomersCount(S, K’)

= < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MS), DT) >

#aggNucleiCount(S, sd(K, 1))

#oligomersCount(S, K’ + 1)

if DT > 0 /\ noMonomers(MS) <= maxOligomerSize .

*** NEURONAL DEATH

*** If the toxicity inside the neuron exceeds the threshold, the neuron dies

*** and its contents are released into its neighboring extracellular space.

ceq [neuronDeath]:

< nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

< eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ >

#deadNeurons(S, K)

= < eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ ASYNMSET >

#deadNeurons(S, K + 1)

if toxicity(ASYNMSET) > toxicityThreshold(S) .
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------------------------ DYNAMICS STARTS HERE ------------------------

---------------------------- TIME ADVANCE ----------------------------

rl [tick]:

< "Brain" : Brain | age : R, brainRegions : REGIONS >

=> < "Brain" : Brain | age : R + 1, brainRegions : delta(REGIONS, 1) > .

------------------- A-SYN AGGREGATION DYNAMICS -----------------------

*** NOTE: We abstracted away the aggregation dynamics of Lewy bodies.

*** SYNTHESIS OF (NATIVE) A-SYN

rl [synthesis]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

#nativeCount(S, K)

#aSynCount(S, K’)

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn >

#nativeCount(S, K + 1)

#aSynCount(S, K’ + 1) .

*** A-SYN FOLDING DYNAMICS

rl [toMisfolded]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn >

#nativeCount(S, K)

#misfoldedCount(S, K’)

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn* >

#nativeCount(S, sd(K, 1))

#misfoldedCount(S, K’ + 1) .

rl [toNative]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn* >

#misfoldedCount(S, K)

#nativeCount(S, K’)

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET asyn >

#misfoldedCount(S, sd(K, 1))

#nativeCount(S, K’ + 1) .

*** OLIGOMER FORMATION

*** formation of a new dimer (oligomer with two monomers)

rl [dimerization]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET MN MN’ >

#nativeCount(S, K)

#misfoldedCount(S, K’)

#oligomersCount(S, K’’)

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MN ++ MN’), 10) >

#nativeCount(S, sd(K, (if MN == asyn then 1 else 0 fi)

+ (if MN’ == asyn then 1 else 0 fi)))

#misfoldedCount(S, sd(K’, (if MN == asyn* then 1 else 0 fi)

+ (if MN’ == asyn* then 1 else 0 fi)))

#oligomersCount(S, K’’ + 1) .
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*** OLIGOMER DYNAMICS

*** oligomer extension and dissociation

rl [oligomerElongation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET oligomer(MS) MN >

#nativeCount(S, K)

#misfoldedCount(S, K’)

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MS ++ MN), 5) >

#nativeCount(S, sd(K, if MN == asyn then 1 else 0 fi))

#misfoldedCount(S, sd(K’, if MN == asyn* then 1 else 0 fi)) .

rl [oligomerDissociation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET oligomer(MS ++ MN) >

#nativeCount(S, K)

#misfoldedCount(S, K’)

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(oligomer(MS), 5) dly(MN, 5) >

#nativeCount(S, K + (if MN == asyn then 1 else 0 fi))

#misfoldedCount(S, K’ + (if MN == asyn* then 1 else 0 fi)) .

*** AGGREGATION NUCLEUS DYNAMICS

*** aggregation nucleus extension; no dissociation since such aggregates are stable

rl [aggNucleusElongation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET aggNucleus(MS) MN >

#nativeCount(S, K)

#misfoldedCount(S, K’)

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(aggNucleus(MS ++ MN), 1) >

#nativeCount(S, sd(K, if MN == asyn then 1 else 0 fi))

#misfoldedCount(S, sd(K’, if MN == asyn* then 1 else 0 fi)) .

*** aggregation nucleus fragmentation

rl [aggNucleusFragmentation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET aggNucleus(MN ++ NEMS ++ MN’ ++ NEMS’) >

#aggNucleiCount(S, K)

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(aggNucleus(MN ++ NEMS), 10)

dly(aggNucleus(MN’ ++ NEMS’), 10) >

#aggNucleiCount(S, K + 1) .

------------------- A-SYN PROPAGATION DYNAMICS -----------------------

*** NOTE: We assume that all alpha-syn species can be propagated apart from Lewy bodies.

*** EXOCYTOSIS

*** A (nondeterministically chosen) neuron releases an a-syn complex (except Lewy body)

*** into its extracellular space (e.g., by vesicle-mediated exocytosis).

*** This event takes place in a nondeterministically chosen brain region.

*** NOTE: We assume that the exocytosis of an a-syn monomer is instantaneous.

rl [exocytosis]:

< nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL >

< eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ >

=> < nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

< eid(S, N) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ dly(SMALL, if SMALL :: ASynMonomer then 0 else 16 fi) > .

*** "LOCAL" ENDOCYTOSIS (i.e., in the same brain region)

*** An a-syn complex (except Lewy body) in a nondeterministically chosen extracelullar space

*** is uptaken by a nondeterministically chosen neighboring neuron

*** either by endocytosis, or by another yet unknown uptake mechanism.

*** This event also takes place in a nondeterministically chosen brain region.

*** NOTE: We assume that the endocytosis of an a-syn monomer is instantaneous.

crl [endocytosis]:

< eid(S, N’) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ SMALL >

< nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

=> < eid(S, N’) : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET’ >

< nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET dly(SMALL, if SMALL :: ASynMonomer then 0 else 16 fi) >

if reachable(N, N’) .
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*** SYNAPTIC ENDOCYTOSIS (TRANSSYNAPTIC PROPAGATION)

***

*** An a-syn complex (except Lewy body) is transported through the axon of a neuron

*** to one of its neighboring neurons, in a neighboring brain region

*** either by anterograde or by retrograde transport.

*** This event takes place in a nondeterministically chosen brain region.

***

*** Furthermore, the "source" and "target" neurons are chosen nondeterministically

*** from each of the two brain regions, that are also chosen nondeterministically,

*** such that these two neurons are neighbors in the corresponding lattice,

*** or have the same position.

***

*** NOTE 1: The fact that the transport is *bidirectional* is ensured by the initial state initState

*** where if a neuron X is connected to Y, then Y is also connected to X.

***

*** NOTE 2: We assume that the transsynpatic propagation of an a-syn monomer is instantaneous.

***

crl [synapticPropagation]:

< S : BrainRegion | neighbors : (S’, OS),

neuralNetwork : < nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL > NNET

#nativeCount(S, K)

#misfoldedCount(S, K’)

#oligomersCount(S, K’’)

#aggNucleiCount(S, K’’’)

#aSynCount(S, K’’’’)

>

< S’ : BrainRegion |

neuralNetwork : < nid(S’, N’) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET’ > NNET’

#nativeCount(S’, W)

#misfoldedCount(S’, W’)

#oligomersCount(S’, W’’)

#aggNucleiCount(S’, W’’’)

#aSynCount(S’, W’’’’)

>

=> < S : BrainRegion |

neuralNetwork : < nid(S, N) : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET > NNET

#nativeCount(S, sd(K, if SMALL == asyn then 1 else 0 fi))

#misfoldedCount(S, sd(K’, if SMALL == asyn* then 1 else 0 fi))

#oligomersCount(S, sd(K’’, if isOligomer(SMALL) then 1 else 0 fi))

#aggNucleiCount(S, sd(K’’’, if isAggNucleus(SMALL) then 1 else 0 fi))

#aSynCount(S, sd(K’’’’, size(SMALL)))

>

< S’ : BrainRegion |

neuralNetwork : < nid(S’, N’) : Neuron |

proteins : ASYNMSET’ dly(SMALL, if SMALL :: ASynMonomer then 0 else 16 fi)

>

NNET’

#nativeCount(S’, W + (if SMALL == asyn then 1 else 0 fi))

#misfoldedCount(S’, W’ + (if SMALL == asyn* then 1 else 0 fi))

#oligomersCount(S’, W’’ + (if isOligomer(SMALL) then 1 else 0 fi))

#aggNucleiCount(S’, W’’’ + (if isAggNucleus(SMALL) then 1 else 0 fi))

#aSynCount(S’, W’’’’ + size(SMALL))

>

if reachable(N, N’) .
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-------------------------- CELL DEFENSE ------------------------------

*** proteasome and lysosome degradation of monomers and aggregates, except Lewy bodies

rl [proteasomalDegradation]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET MN >

#nativeCount(S, K)

#misfoldedCount(S, K’)

#aSynCount(S, K’’)

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

#nativeCount(S, sd(K, if MN == asyn then 1 else 0 fi))

#misfoldedCount(S, sd(K’, if MN == asyn* then 1 else 0 fi))

#aSynCount(S, sd(K’’, 1)) .

*** proteasome and lysosome degradation of monomers and aggregates, except Lewy bodies

rl [lysosomalAutophagy]: < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL >

#nativeCount(S, K)

#misfoldedCount(S, K’)

#oligomersCount(S, K’’)

#aggNucleiCount(S, K’’’)

#aSynCount(S, K’’’’)

=> < O : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET >

#nativeCount(S, sd(K, if SMALL == asyn then 1 else 0 fi))

#misfoldedCount(S, sd(K’, if SMALL == asyn* then 1 else 0 fi))

#oligomersCount(S, sd(K’’, if isOligomer(SMALL) then 1 else 0 fi))

#aggNucleiCount(S, sd(K’’’, if isAggNucleus(SMALL) then 1 else 0 fi))

#aSynCount(S, sd(K’’’’, size(SMALL))) .

-------------------------- EXTRACELLULAR DYNAMICS -----------------------

*** An a-synuclein complex (monomer or aggregate, except Lewy body) is dissolved

*** in (a nondeterministically chosen) extracellular space.

*** This event also takes place in a nondeterministically chosen brain region.

*** NOTE: We assume that the dissolution of a small a-syn complex is instantaneous.

rl [dissolution]:

< O : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET SMALL >

#nativeCount(S, K)

#misfoldedCount(S, K’)

#oligomersCount(S, K’’)

#aggNucleiCount(S, K’’’)

#aSynCount(S, K’’’’)

=> < O : ExtSpace | proteins : ASYNMSET >

#nativeCount(S, sd(K, if SMALL == asyn then 1 else 0 fi))

#misfoldedCount(S, sd(K’, if SMALL == asyn* then 1 else 0 fi))

#oligomersCount(S, sd(K’’, if isOligomer(SMALL) then 1 else 0 fi))

#aggNucleiCount(S, sd(K’’’, if isAggNucleus(SMALL) then 1 else 0 fi))

#aSynCount(S, sd(K’’’’, size(SMALL))) .
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------------- FUNCTIONS USED IN THE PROBABILISTIC STRATEGIES ------------

*** These functions are used to define different feedback loops in the probabilistic strategies.

*** number of oligomers in a multiset of proteins

op noOligomers : ASynMSet -> Nat [frozen] .

eq noOligomers(oligomer(MS) ASYNMSET) = 1 + noOligomers(ASYNMSET) .

eq noOligomers(dly(oligomer(MS), DT) ASYNMSET) = 1 + noOligomers(ASYNMSET) .

eq noOligomers(ASYNMSET) = 0 [owise] .

*** susceptibility scores for different brain regions (increased accumulation of a-syn)

op aggSusceptibility : String -> Nat .

eq aggSusceptibility("lower brainstem") = 30 .

*** In a-syn overexpressing mice, syn levels increased at very high levels ([40],[57])

eq aggSusceptibility("olfactory bulb") = 24 .

*** In a-syn overexpressing mice, syn levels increased at high levels ([57])

eq aggSusceptibility("midbrain") = 150 .

*** In a-syn overexpressing mice, syn levels increased at high levels ([57])

eq aggSusceptibility("forebrain") = 12 .

*** In a-syn overexpressing mice, syn levels increased at high levels ([33])

eq aggSusceptibility("neocortex") = 12 .

*** In a-syn overexpressing mice, syn levels slightly increased ([40])

*** increased oxidative stress

op oxStressVulnerability : String -> Nat .

eq oxStressVulnerability("lower brainstem") = 24 .

*** Decreased levels of GSH ([19])

eq oxStressVulnerability("olfactory bulb") = 24 .

*** Decreased levels of vitamin E ([28])

eq oxStressVulnerability("midbrain") = 150 .

*** Decreased levels of GSH (anti-oxidant) ([8],[16])

*** Decreased levels of vitamin E (anti-oxidant) ([28])

*** Decreased levels of peroxiredoxins (anti-oxidant enzymes) ([32])

*** Decreased levels of antioxidant defenses with age ([68])

*** Increase in iron concentration (pro-oxidant) with age ([72])

*** Increased oxidative DNA damage with age ([17])

eq oxStressVulnerability("forebrain") = 12 .

*** Decreased levels of GSH in striatum ([8],[16],[68])

*** Also increased oxidative DNA damage with age in striatum ([17])

eq oxStressVulnerability("neocortex") = 12 .

*** Decreased levels of GSH ([8])

*** Increase in iron concentration with age ([72])

endpm)
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C Probabilistic Strategies Formalizing Different Biological Scenarios

Below we give the PSMaude specifications of the three probabilistic strategies that quantify all
nondeterminism in the model given in Appendix B. We first give the full PSMaude specification of
the probabilistic strategy corresponding to a healthy individual:

(psmod HEALTHY is protecting ALPHA-SYN-ANALYSIS . state Configuration .

psdrule RuleStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat, ATTS:AttributeSet >

is: *** TIME ELAPSE ***

( tick ) -> 20 ;

*** AGGREGATION DYNAMICS ***

---------------- SYNTHESIS OF ALPHA-SYNUCLEIN ----------------

( synthesis ) -> 20 ;

------------------- MONOMER FOLDING DYNAMICS -----------------

( toNative ) -> 10 ;

( toMisfolded ) -> (70 + (AGE:Rat quo 200)) ;

--- Oxidative stress, e.g., due to aging, can promote protein modifications,

--- e.g., nitrosylation, which in turn promotes protein misfolding.

-------------------- DIMER DYNAMICS --------------------------

( dimerization ) -> (20 + (AGE:Rat quo 400)) ;

--- Oxidative stress, e.g., due to aging, promotes alpha-syn aggregation.

-------------------- OLIGOMER DYNAMICS -----------------------

( oligomerElongation ) -> (20 + (AGE:Rat quo 400)) ;

--- due to oxidative stress caused by aging

( oligomerDissociation ) -> 2 ;

--- some constant weight for dissociation (age-independent)

-------------------- AGGREGATION NUCLEUS DYNAMICS ------------

( aggNucleusElongation ) -> (20 + (AGE:Rat quo 400)) ;

--- due to oxidative stress caused by aging

( aggNucleusFragmentation ) -> 5 ;

--- some constant weight for fragmentation (age-independent)

*** PROPAGATION DYNAMICS ***

( exocytosis ) -> 8 ;

( endocytosis ) -> 4 ;

( synapticPropagation ) -> 8 ;

*** CELLULAR DEFENSE MECHANISMS ***

( proteasomalDegradation ) -> (50 / ((AGE:Rat quo 200) + 2)) ;

( lysosomalAutophagy ) -> (50 / ((AGE:Rat quo 200) + 2)) ;

--- These weights are a function of age, decreasing with the passage of time,

--- since aging decreases the degradative capacity of the proteasome and autolysosome.

--- NOTE: These weights could further be decreased to model the absence of

--- appropriate levels of growth factors, i.e., loss of neurotrophic support,

--- e.g., glial-cell-line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF)

--- and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF),

--- which *could* cause neurons to not be able to maintain the molecular machineries

--- required for the degradation of misfolded alpha-synuclein.

*** EXTRACELLULAR DYNAMICS ***

( dissolution ) -> 1

[none] .
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-------------------------- TIME ELAPSE -----------------------

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: tick

is: uniform

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: tick

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .

---------------- SYNTHESIS OF ALPHA-SYNUCLEIN ----------------

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: synthesis

is: uniform

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: synthesis

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .

------------------- MONOMER FOLDING DYNAMICS -----------------

--- The probability to fold into a non-native conformation is different from one brain region to another.

--- The second part of the weight expression below models the additional vulnerability

--- of dopaminergic neurons in the midbrain, in which oligomers can promote a-syn misfolding.

psdcontext CtxStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < S:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : < O:Oid : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET:ASynMSet >

COUNTS:Configuration NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>

rule: toMisfolded

is: (< "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < S:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : [] NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>) -> ( oxStressVulnerability(S:String)

+ (if S:String == "midbrain" then noOligomers(ASYNMSET:ASynMSet) else 0 fi) )

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: toMisfolded

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .

--- uniform strategy for refolding

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: toNative

is: uniform

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: toNative

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .
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-------------------- AGGREGATION DYNAMICS --------------------

-------------------- DIMER DYNAMICS --------------------------

--- The probability for alpha-syn to aggregate is different from one brain region to another.

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < S:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : NEURON:Object

COUNTS:Configuration

NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>

rule: dimerization

is: (< "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < S:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : [] NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>) -> ( aggSusceptibility(S:String) )

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: dimerization

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .

-------------------- OLIGOMER DYNAMICS -----------------------

--- similar to above context strategy for dimerization

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < S:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : NEURON:Object

COUNTS:Configuration

NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>

rule: oligomerElongation

is: (< "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < S:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : [] NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>) -> ( aggSusceptibility(S:String) )

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: oligomerElongation

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .

--- uniform strategy for oligomer dissociation

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: oligomerDissociation

is: uniform

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: oligomerDissociation

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .
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-------------------- AGGREGATION NUCLEUS DYNAMICS ------------

--- similar to above context strategy for dimerization

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < S:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : NEURON:Object

COUNTS:Configuration

NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>

rule: aggNucleusElongation

is: (< "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < S:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : [] NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>) -> ( aggSusceptibility(S:String) )

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: aggNucleusElongation

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .

--- uniform strategy for the fragmentation of aggregation nuclei

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: aggNucleusFragmentation

is: uniform

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: aggNucleusFragmentation

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .
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------------------- CELLULAR DEFENCE MECHANISMS --------------

--------------------- PROTEASOMAL DEGRADATION ----------------

--- The probability for the proteasome to degrade an alpha-syn monomer,

--- i.e., its efficiency is inversely proportional to the neuron’s toxicity.

psdcontext CtxStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < S:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : < O:Oid : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET:ASynMSet >

COUNTS:Configuration NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>

rule: proteasomalDegradation

is: (< "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < S:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : [] NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>) -> ( 1 / (1 + toxicity(ASYNMSET:ASynMSet)) )

[none] .

--- The proteasome is twice more efficient in degrading a native a-syn monomer than a misfolded one.

psdsubst SubStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < XS:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork :

< XO:Oid : Neuron | proteins : XASYNMSET:ASynMSet XMN:ASynMonomer >

#nativeCount(XS:String, XK:Nat)

#misfoldedCount(XS:String, XK’:Nat)

#aSynCount(XS:String, XK’’:Nat)

NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>

rule: proteasomalDegradation

context: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < XS:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : [] NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>

is: { S:String <- XS:String, O:Oid <- XO:Oid,

ASYNMSET:ASynMSet <- XASYNMSET:ASynMSet, MN:ASynMonomer <- XMN:ASynMonomer,

K:Nat <- XK:Nat, K’:Nat <- XK’:Nat, K’’:Nat <- XK’’:Nat }

-> (if XMN:ASynMonomer == asyn then 2 else 1 fi)

[none] .
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-------------------- LYSOSOMAL AUTOPHAGY --------------------

--- similar to context strategy for proteasomalDegradation

psdcontext CtxStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < S:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : < O:Oid : Neuron | proteins : ASYNMSET:ASynMSet >

COUNTS:Configuration NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>

rule: lysosomalAutophagy

is: (< "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < S:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : [] NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>) -> ( 1 / (1 + toxicity(ASYNMSET:ASynMSet)) )

[none] .

--- efficiency of autophagy is inversely proportional to the size of the a-syn species

psdsubst SubStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < XS:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : < XO:Oid : Neuron | proteins : XASYNMSET:ASynMSet

XSMALL:ASynSmallSpecies

>

#nativeCount(XS:String, XK:Nat)

#misfoldedCount(XS:String, XK’:Nat)

#oligomersCount(XS:String, XK’’:Nat)

#aggNucleiCount(XS:String, XK’’’:Nat)

#aSynCount(XS:String, XK’’’’:Nat)

NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>

rule: lysosomalAutophagy

context: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat,

brainRegions : < XS:String : BrainRegion | neighbors : OS:OidSet,

neuralNetwork : [] NNET:Configuration

>

REGIONS:Configuration

>

is: { S:String <- XS:String, O:Oid <- XO:Oid, ASYNMSET:ASynMSet <- XASYNMSET:ASynMSet,

SMALL:ASynSmallSpecies <- XSMALL:ASynSmallSpecies,

K:Nat <- XK:Nat, K’:Nat <- XK’:Nat, K’’:Nat <- XK’’:Nat,

K’’’:Nat <- XK’’’:Nat, K’’’’:Nat <- XK’’’’:Nat }

-> ( 1 / size(XSMALL:ASynSmallSpecies) )

[none] .
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------------------- PROPAGATION DYNAMICS ---------------------

--- We define uniform strategies for all kinds of propagation.

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: exocytosis

is: uniform

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: exocytosis

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: endocytosis

is: uniform

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: endocytosis

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: synapticPropagation

is: uniform

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: synapticPropagation

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .

------------------ EXTRACELLULAR DYNAMICS --------------------

--- We set an uniform strategy for dissolving different types of small a-syn species.

psdcontext CtxStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: dissolution

is: uniform

[none] .

psdsubst SubStrat := given state: CF:Configuration

rule: dissolution

context: CTX:Configuration

is: uniform

[none] .

------------------ FULL SCENARIO (STRATEGY) ------------

psd Healthy := < RuleStrat | CtxStrat | SubStrat > .

endpsm)
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The PSMaude specifications of the probabilistic strategies formalizing both the sporadic and
familial forms of PD, with or without rapamycin treatment, can be obtained by changing certain
rule weights in the rule strategy expression corresponding to a healthy individual, as explained in
Section 4, and leaving all context and substitution strategy expressions unchanged. We give below
the rule weights for the different scenarios.

C.1 Familial - Without Rapamycin

We specify in PSMaude the probabilistic strategy module corresponding to a patient with familial
PD, without following any treatment. We emphasized the rule weights that are different to the ones
in the strategy module corresponding to a healthy individual:

(psmod FAMILIAL-NORAPA is

protecting ALPHA-SYN-ANALYSIS .

state Configuration .

psdrule RuleStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat, ATTS:AttributeSet >

is: ...

( synthesis ) -> 40 ;

...

( lysosomalAutophagy ) -> (50 / ((AGE:Rat quo 200) + 2)) ;

...

[none] .

....

endpsm)

C.2 Familial - With Rapamycin

We give the probabilistic strategy module corresponding to a patient with familial PD that is given
a treatment with rapamycin. Again, the parts that are different from the strategy for a healthy
individual are emphasized:

(psmod FAMILIAL-RAPA is

protecting ALPHA-SYN-ANALYSIS .

state Configuration .

psdrule RuleStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat, ATTS:AttributeSet >

is: ...

( synthesis ) -> 40 ;

...

( lysosomalAutophagy ) -> ((if AGE:Rat rem 24 < 6 then 100 else 50 fi )

/ ((AGE:Rat quo 200) + 2)) ;

...

[none] .

....

endpsm)
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C.3 Sporadic - Without Rapamycin

We specify in PSMaude the probabilistic strategy module corresponding to a patient with sporadic
PD, without following any treatment. We emphasized the parts that are different from the strategy
for a healthy individual:

(psmod SPORADIC-NORAPA is

protecting ALPHA-SYN-ANALYSIS .

state Configuration .

psdrule RuleStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat, ATTS:AttributeSet >

is: ...

( toMisfolded ) -> (90 + (AGE:Rat quo 200)) ;

...

( dimerization ) -> (40 + (AGE:Rat quo 400)) ;

...

( oligomerElongation ) -> (40 + (AGE:Rat quo 400)) ;

...

( aggNucleusElongation ) -> (40 + (AGE:Rat quo 400)) ;

...

( proteasomalDegradation ) -> (10 / ((AGE:Rat quo 200) + 2)) ;

( lysosomalAutophagy ) -> (10 / ((AGE:Rat quo 200) + 2)) ;

...

[none] .

....

endpsm)

C.4 Sporadic - With Rapamycin

We give the probabilistic strategy module corresponding to a patient with sporadic PD that is given
a treatment with rapamycin. The parts that are different from the strategy for a healthy individual
are emphasized:

(psmod SPORADIC-RAPA is

protecting ALPHA-SYN-ANALYSIS .

state Configuration .

psdrule RuleStrat :=

given state: < "Brain" : Brain | age : AGE:Rat, ATTS:AttributeSet >

is: ...

( toMisfolded ) -> (90 + (AGE:Rat quo 200)) ;

...

( dimerization ) -> (40 + (AGE:Rat quo 400)) ;

...

( oligomerElongation ) -> (40 + (AGE:Rat quo 400)) ;

...

( aggNucleusElongation ) -> (40 + (AGE:Rat quo 400)) ;

...

( proteasomalDegradation ) -> (10 / ((AGE:Rat quo 200) + 2)) ;

( lysosomalAutophagy ) -> ((if AGE:Rat rem 24 < 6 then 20 else 10 fi )

/ ((AGE:Rat quo 200) + 2)) ;

...

[none] .

....

endpsm)
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D Shell Script to Process PSMaude Output

We provide the shell script that can be used to generate a set of .csv files from the PSMaude output
obtained by simulating the PSMaude model defined in Appendices B and C. The resulting .csv

files can then be given as input to the Mathematica script in Appendix E to generate the graphs in
Section 5.

# some preprocessing

echo -ne ’ (0%)\r’

sed -n ’/Result Configuration:/,/----------------/p’ $1 > temp1.txt

sed -e ’s/^[ \t]*//’ temp1.txt > temp2.txt

tr ’\n’ ’ ’ < temp2.txt > temp3.txt

sed -i ’s/ ------/\n------/g’ temp3.txt

sed -i ’s/------ /------\n/g’ temp3.txt

sed -i ’s/ \"/\"/g’ temp3.txt

sed -i ’s/, /,/g’ temp3.txt

rm temp1.txt

rm temp2.txt

mv temp3.txt "$1.processed"

echo -ne ’#### (20%)\r’

# first extract the age of the brain at each rewrite step

awk -F"age :" ’print $2’ "$1.processed" | awk ’/./’ | awk -F"," ’print $1’

| awk ’print substr($1, 1); ’ > timeaxis.csv

echo -ne ’###### (30%)\r’

# extract a-syn count in each brain region

sed ’s/.*#aSynCount("olfactory bulb",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> asyn_olfactory_bulb.csv

sed ’s/.*#aSynCount("midbrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> asyn_midbrain.csv

sed ’s/.*#aSynCount("lower brainstem",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> asyn_brainstem.csv

echo -ne ’####### (35%)\r’

sed ’s/.*#aSynCount("forebrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> asyn_forebrain.csv

sed ’s/.*#aSynCount("neocortex",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> asyn_neocortex.csv

echo -ne ’######## (40%)\r’

# extract number of dead neurons in each brain region, i.e., the amount of neurodegeneration

sed ’s/.*#deadNeurons("olfactory bulb",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> ndeath_olfactory_bulb.csv

sed ’s/.*#deadNeurons("midbrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> ndeath_midbrain.csv
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sed ’s/.*#deadNeurons("lower brainstem",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> ndeath_brainstem.csv

echo -ne ’######### (45%)\r’

sed ’s/.*#deadNeurons("forebrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> ndeath_forebrain.csv

sed ’s/.*#deadNeurons("neocortex",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> ndeath_neocortex.csv

echo -ne ’########## (50%)\r’

# extract number of native monomers in each brain region

sed ’s/.*#nativeCount("olfactory bulb",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> native_olfactory_bulb.csv

sed ’s/.*#nativeCount("midbrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> native_midbrain.csv

sed ’s/.*#nativeCount("lower brainstem",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> native_brainstem.csv

echo -ne ’########### (55%)\r’

sed ’s/.*#nativeCount("forebrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> native_forebrain.csv

sed ’s/.*#nativeCount("neocortex",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> native_neocortex.csv

echo -ne ’############ (60%)\r’

# extract number of misfolded monomers in each brain region

sed ’s/.*#misfoldedCount("olfactory bulb",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> misfolded_olfactory_bulb.csv

sed ’s/.*#misfoldedCount("midbrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> misfolded_midbrain.csv

sed ’s/.*#misfoldedCount("lower brainstem",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> misfolded_brainstem.csv

echo -ne ’############# (65%)\r’

sed ’s/.*#misfoldedCount("forebrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> misfolded_forebrain.csv
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sed ’s/.*#misfoldedCount("neocortex",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> misfolded_neocortex.csv

echo -ne ’############## (70%)\r’

# extract number of oligomers in each brain region

sed ’s/.*#oligomersCount("olfactory bulb",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> oligomers_olfactory_bulb.csv

sed ’s/.*#oligomersCount("midbrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> oligomers_midbrain.csv

sed ’s/.*#oligomersCount("lower brainstem",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> oligomers_brainstem.csv

echo -ne ’############### (75%)\r’

sed ’s/.*#oligomersCount("forebrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> oligomers_forebrain.csv

sed ’s/.*#oligomersCount("neocortex",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> oligomers_neocortex.csv

echo -ne ’################ (80%)\r’

# extract number of aggregation nuclei in each brain region

sed ’s/.*#aggNucleiCount("olfactory bulb",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> aggNuclei_olfactory_bulb.csv

sed ’s/.*#aggNucleiCount("midbrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> aggNuclei_midbrain.csv

sed ’s/.*#aggNucleiCount("lower brainstem",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> aggNuclei_brainstem.csv

echo -ne ’################# (85%)\r’

sed ’s/.*#aggNucleiCount("forebrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> aggNuclei_forebrain.csv

sed ’s/.*#aggNucleiCount("neocortex",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> aggNuclei_neocortex.csv

echo -ne ’################## (90%)\r’

# extract number of Lewy bodies in each brain region

sed ’s/.*#LBCount("olfactory bulb",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> LB_olfactory_bulb.csv
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sed ’s/.*#LBCount("midbrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> LB_midbrain.csv

sed ’s/.*#LBCount("lower brainstem",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> LB_brainstem.csv

echo -ne ’################### (95%)\r’

sed ’s/.*#LBCount("forebrain",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> LB_forebrain.csv

sed ’s/.*#LBCount("neocortex",\([ 0-9]\+\).*/\1/g’ "$1.processed"

| sed ’/-------------------------------------------------------------------------------/d’

> LB_neocortex.csv

rm "$1.processed"

echo -ne ’#################### (100%)\r’

echo -ne ’\n’
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E Mathematica Script to Generate Graphs from Output of Shell Script

We give the full Mathematica script that processes the .csv files obtained using the shell script
in Appendix D, and generates the graphs in Figure 9 for the case of healthy individuals. The
Mathematica scripts for generating the graphs in Figures 10 and 11 (for the case of predisposed
individuals) are available from the PSMaude homepage http://heim.ifi.uio.no/lucianb/psmaude/.

X = ToExpression[Flatten[Import["timeaxis.csv"]]] ; NonRepeat = Split[X]

TimeIndices := Accumulate[Table[Length[NonRepeat[[i]]], {i, 1, Length[NonRepeat]}]]

TimeValues := X[[TimeIndices]] ; maxTime := Max[TimeValues]

nativeBrainstem := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["native_brainstem.csv"]]]

nativeForebrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["native_forebrain.csv"]]]

nativeMidbrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["native_midbrain.csv"]]]

nativeNeocortex := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["native_neocortex.csv"]]]

nativeOlfactoryBulb := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["native_olfactory_bulb.csv"]]]

nativeBrainstemValues := nativeBrainstem[[TimeIndices]]

nativeForebrainValues := nativeForebrain[[TimeIndices]]

nativeMidbrainValues := nativeMidbrain[[TimeIndices]]

nativeNeocortexValues := nativeNeocortex[[TimeIndices]]

nativeOlfactoryBulbValues := nativeOlfactoryBulb[[TimeIndices]]

nativeTotalValues := nativeBrainstemValues + nativeForebrainValues + nativeMidbrainValues

+ nativeNeocortexValues + nativeOlfactoryBulbValues

nativeMaxRegions := 1 + Max[nativeBrainstemValues, nativeForebrainValues, nativeMidbrainValues,

nativeNeocortexValues, nativeOlfactoryBulbValues]

nativeMaxTotal := 1 + Max[nativeTotalValues]

nativeBrainstemGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, nativeBrainstemValues}]

nativeForebrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, nativeForebrainValues}]

nativeMidbrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, nativeMidbrainValues}]

nativeNeocortexGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, nativeNeocortexValues}]

nativeOlfactoryBulbGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, nativeOlfactoryBulbValues}]

nativeTotalGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, nativeTotalValues}]

G1native := ListLinePlot[nativeBrainstemGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, nativeMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Red}, PlotLabel -> Style["Native (Brainstem)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G2native := ListLinePlot[nativeForebrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, nativeMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Green}, PlotLabel -> Style["Native (Forebrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G3native := ListLinePlot[nativeMidbrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, nativeMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Blue}, PlotLabel -> Style["Native (Midbrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G4native := ListLinePlot[nativeNeocortexGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, nativeMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Darker[Yellow]}, PlotLabel -> Style["Native (Neocortex)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G5native := ListLinePlot[nativeOlfactoryBulbGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, nativeMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Magenta}, PlotLabel -> Style["Native (Olfactory bulb)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

GTotalnative := ListLinePlot[nativeTotalGraph, ColorFunction -> "Rainbow",

PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, nativeMaxTotal}},

PlotLabel -> Style["Total native a-Syn", Bold], Filling -> Axis,

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

Show[GTotalnative]
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misfoldedBrainstem := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["misfolded_brainstem.csv"]]]

misfoldedForebrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["misfolded_forebrain.csv"]]]

misfoldedMidbrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["misfolded_midbrain.csv"]]]

misfoldedNeocortex := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["misfolded_neocortex.csv"]]]

misfoldedOlfactoryBulb := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["misfolded_olfactory_bulb.csv"]]]

misfoldedBrainstemValues := misfoldedBrainstem[[TimeIndices]]

misfoldedForebrainValues := misfoldedForebrain[[TimeIndices]]

misfoldedMidbrainValues := misfoldedMidbrain[[TimeIndices]]

misfoldedNeocortexValues := misfoldedNeocortex[[TimeIndices]]

misfoldedOlfactoryBulbValues := misfoldedOlfactoryBulb[[TimeIndices]]

misfoldedTotalValues := misfoldedBrainstemValues + misfoldedForebrainValues + misfoldedMidbrainValues

+ misfoldedNeocortexValues + misfoldedOlfactoryBulbValues

misfoldedMaxRegions := 1 + Max[misfoldedBrainstemValues, misfoldedForebrainValues, misfoldedMidbrainValues,

misfoldedNeocortexValues, misfoldedOlfactoryBulbValues]

misfoldedMaxTotal := 1 + Max[misfoldedTotalValues]

misfoldedBrainstemGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, misfoldedBrainstemValues}]

misfoldedForebrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, misfoldedForebrainValues}]

misfoldedMidbrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, misfoldedMidbrainValues}]

misfoldedNeocortexGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, misfoldedNeocortexValues}]

misfoldedOlfactoryBulbGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, misfoldedOlfactoryBulbValues}]

misfoldedTotalGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, misfoldedTotalValues}]

G1misfolded := ListLinePlot[misfoldedBrainstemGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, misfoldedMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Red}, PlotLabel -> Style["Misfolded (Brainstem)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G2misfolded := ListLinePlot[misfoldedForebrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, misfoldedMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Green}, PlotLabel -> Style["Misfolded (Forebrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G3misfolded := ListLinePlot[misfoldedMidbrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, misfoldedMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Blue}, PlotLabel -> Style["Misfolded (Midbrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G4misfolded := ListLinePlot[misfoldedNeocortexGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, misfoldedMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Darker[Yellow]}, PlotLabel -> Style["Misfolded (Neocortex)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G5misfolded := ListLinePlot[misfoldedOlfactoryBulbGraph,

PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, misfoldedMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Magenta}, PlotLabel -> Style["Misfolded (Olfactory bulb)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

GTotalmisfolded := ListLinePlot[misfoldedTotalGraph, ColorFunction -> "Rainbow",

PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, misfoldedMaxTotal}},

PlotLabel -> Style["Total misfolded a-Syn", Bold], Filling -> Axis,

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

Show[GTotalmisfolded]
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oligomersBrainstem := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["oligomers_brainstem.csv"]]]

oligomersForebrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["oligomers_forebrain.csv"]]]

oligomersMidbrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["oligomers_midbrain.csv"]]]

oligomersNeocortex := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["oligomers_neocortex.csv"]]]

oligomersOlfactoryBulb := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["oligomers_olfactory_bulb.csv"]]]

oligomersBrainstemValues := oligomersBrainstem[[TimeIndices]]

oligomersForebrainValues := oligomersForebrain[[TimeIndices]]

oligomersMidbrainValues := oligomersMidbrain[[TimeIndices]]

oligomersNeocortexValues := oligomersNeocortex[[TimeIndices]]

oligomersOlfactoryBulbValues := oligomersOlfactoryBulb[[TimeIndices]]

oligomersTotalValues := oligomersBrainstemValues + oligomersForebrainValues + oligomersMidbrainValues

+ oligomersNeocortexValues + oligomersOlfactoryBulbValues

oligomersMaxRegions := 1 + Max[oligomersBrainstemValues, oligomersForebrainValues, oligomersMidbrainValues,

oligomersNeocortexValues, oligomersOlfactoryBulbValues]

oligomersMaxTotal := 1 + Max[oligomersTotalValues]

oligomersBrainstemGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, oligomersBrainstemValues}]

oligomersForebrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, oligomersForebrainValues}]

oligomersMidbrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, oligomersMidbrainValues}]

oligomersNeocortexGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, oligomersNeocortexValues}]

oligomersOlfactoryBulbGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, oligomersOlfactoryBulbValues}]

oligomersTotalGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, oligomersTotalValues}]

G1oligomers := ListLinePlot[oligomersBrainstemGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, oligomersMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Red}, PlotLabel -> Style["Oligomers (Brainstem)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G2oligomers := ListLinePlot[oligomersForebrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, oligomersMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Green}, PlotLabel -> Style["Oligomers (Forebrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G3oligomers := ListLinePlot[oligomersMidbrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, oligomersMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Blue}, PlotLabel -> Style["Oligomers (Midbrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G4oligomers := ListLinePlot[oligomersNeocortexGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, oligomersMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Darker[Yellow]}, PlotLabel -> Style["Oligomers (Neocortex)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G5oligomers := ListLinePlot[oligomersOlfactoryBulbGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, oligomersMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Magenta}, PlotLabel -> Style["Oligomers (Olfactory bulb)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

GTotaloligomers := ListLinePlot[oligomersTotalGraph, ColorFunction -> "Rainbow",

PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, oligomersMaxTotal}},

PlotLabel -> Style["Total oligomers", Bold], Filling -> Axis,

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

Show[GTotaloligomers]
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aggNucleiBrainstem := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["aggNuclei_brainstem.csv"]]]

aggNucleiForebrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["aggNuclei_forebrain.csv"]]]

aggNucleiMidbrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["aggNuclei_midbrain.csv"]]]

aggNucleiNeocortex := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["aggNuclei_neocortex.csv"]]]

aggNucleiOlfactoryBulb := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["aggNuclei_olfactory_bulb.csv"]]]

aggNucleiBrainstemValues := aggNucleiBrainstem[[TimeIndices]]

aggNucleiForebrainValues := aggNucleiForebrain[[TimeIndices]]

aggNucleiMidbrainValues := aggNucleiMidbrain[[TimeIndices]]

aggNucleiNeocortexValues := aggNucleiNeocortex[[TimeIndices]]

aggNucleiOlfactoryBulbValues := aggNucleiOlfactoryBulb[[TimeIndices]]

aggNucleiTotalValues := aggNucleiBrainstemValues + aggNucleiForebrainValues + aggNucleiMidbrainValues

+ aggNucleiNeocortexValues + aggNucleiOlfactoryBulbValues

aggNucleiMaxRegions := 1 + Max[aggNucleiBrainstemValues, aggNucleiForebrainValues, aggNucleiMidbrainValues,

aggNucleiNeocortexValues, aggNucleiOlfactoryBulbValues]

aggNucleiMaxTotal := 1 + Max[aggNucleiTotalValues]

aggNucleiBrainstemGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, aggNucleiBrainstemValues}]

aggNucleiForebrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, aggNucleiForebrainValues}]

aggNucleiMidbrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, aggNucleiMidbrainValues}]

aggNucleiNeocortexGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, aggNucleiNeocortexValues}]

aggNucleiOlfactoryBulbGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, aggNucleiOlfactoryBulbValues}]

aggNucleiTotalGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, aggNucleiTotalValues}]

G1aggNuclei := ListLinePlot[aggNucleiBrainstemGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, aggNucleiMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Red}, PlotLabel -> Style["Agg. nuclei (Brainstem)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G2aggNuclei := ListLinePlot[aggNucleiForebrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, aggNucleiMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Green}, PlotLabel -> Style["Agg. nuclei (Forebrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G3aggNuclei := ListLinePlot[aggNucleiMidbrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, aggNucleiMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Blue}, PlotLabel -> Style["Agg. nuclei (Midbrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G4aggNuclei := ListLinePlot[aggNucleiNeocortexGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, aggNucleiMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Darker[Yellow]}, PlotLabel -> Style["Agg. nuclei (Neocortex)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G5aggNuclei := ListLinePlot[aggNucleiOlfactoryBulbGraph,

PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, aggNucleiMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Magenta}, PlotLabel -> Style["Agg. nuclei (Olfactory bulb)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

GTotalaggNuclei := ListLinePlot[aggNucleiTotalGraph, ColorFunction -> "Rainbow",

PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, aggNucleiMaxTotal}},

PlotLabel -> Style["Total aggregation nuclei", Bold], Filling -> Axis,

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

Show[GTotalaggNuclei]
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LBBrainstem := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["LB_brainstem.csv"]]]

LBForebrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["LB_forebrain.csv"]]]

LBMidbrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["LB_midbrain.csv"]]]

LBNeocortex := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["LB_neocortex.csv"]]]

LBOlfactoryBulb := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["LB_olfactory_bulb.csv"]]]

LBBrainstemValues := LBBrainstem[[TimeIndices]]

LBForebrainValues := LBForebrain[[TimeIndices]]

LBMidbrainValues := LBMidbrain[[TimeIndices]]

LBNeocortexValues := LBNeocortex[[TimeIndices]]

LBOlfactoryBulbValues := LBOlfactoryBulb[[TimeIndices]]

LBTotalValues := LBBrainstemValues + LBForebrainValues + LBMidbrainValues

+ LBNeocortexValues + LBOlfactoryBulbValues

LBMaxRegions := 1 + Max[LBBrainstemValues, LBForebrainValues, LBMidbrainValues,

LBNeocortexValues, LBOlfactoryBulbValues]

LBMaxTotal := 1 + Max[LBTotalValues]

LBBrainstemGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, LBBrainstemValues}]

LBForebrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, LBForebrainValues}]

LBMidbrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, LBMidbrainValues}]

LBNeocortexGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, LBNeocortexValues}]

LBOlfactoryBulbGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, LBOlfactoryBulbValues}]

LBTotalGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, LBTotalValues}]

G1LB := ListLinePlot[LBBrainstemGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, LBMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Red}, PlotLabel -> Style["Lewy bodies (Brainstem)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G2LB := ListLinePlot[LBForebrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, LBMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Green}, PlotLabel -> Style["Lewy bodies (Forebrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G3LB := ListLinePlot[LBMidbrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, LBMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Blue}, PlotLabel -> Style["Lewy bodies (Midbrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G4LB := ListLinePlot[LBNeocortexGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, LBMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Darker[Yellow]}, PlotLabel -> Style["Lewy bodies (Neocortex)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G5LB := ListLinePlot[LBOlfactoryBulbGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, LBMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Magenta}, PlotLabel -> Style["Lewy bodies (Olfactory bulb)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

GTotalLB := ListLinePlot[LBTotalGraph, ColorFunction -> "Rainbow",

PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, LBMaxTotal}},

PlotLabel -> Style["Total Lewy bodies", Bold], Filling -> Axis,

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

Show[GTotalLB]
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asynBrainstem := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["asyn_brainstem.csv"]]]

asynForebrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["asyn_forebrain.csv"]]]

asynMidbrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["asyn_midbrain.csv"]]]

asynNeocortex := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["asyn_neocortex.csv"]]]

asynOlfactoryBulb := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["asyn_olfactory_bulb.csv"]]]

asynBrainstemValues := asynBrainstem[[TimeIndices]]

asynForebrainValues := asynForebrain[[TimeIndices]]

asynMidbrainValues := asynMidbrain[[TimeIndices]]

asynNeocortexValues := asynNeocortex[[TimeIndices]]

asynOlfactoryBulbValues := asynOlfactoryBulb[[TimeIndices]]

asynTotalValues := asynBrainstemValues + asynForebrainValues + asynMidbrainValues

+ asynNeocortexValues + asynOlfactoryBulbValues

asynMaxRegions := 1 + Max[asynBrainstemValues, asynForebrainValues, asynMidbrainValues,

asynNeocortexValues, asynOlfactoryBulbValues]

asynMaxTotal := 1 + Max[asynTotalValues]

asynBrainstemGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, asynBrainstemValues}]

asynForebrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, asynForebrainValues}]

asynMidbrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, asynMidbrainValues}]

asynNeocortexGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, asynNeocortexValues}]

asynOlfactoryBulbGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, asynOlfactoryBulbValues}]

asynTotalGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, asynTotalValues}]

G1asyn := ListLinePlot[asynBrainstemGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, asynMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Red}, PlotLabel -> Style["Total a-Syn (Brainstem)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G2asyn := ListLinePlot[asynForebrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, asynMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Green}, PlotLabel -> Style["Total a-Syn (Forebrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G3asyn := ListLinePlot[asynMidbrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, asynMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Blue}, PlotLabel -> Style["Total a-Syn (Midbrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G4asyn := ListLinePlot[asynNeocortexGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, asynMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Darker[Yellow]}, PlotLabel -> Style["Total a-Syn (Neocortex)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G5asyn := ListLinePlot[asynOlfactoryBulbGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, asynMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Magenta}, PlotLabel -> Style["Total a-Syn (Olfactory bulb)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

GTotalasyn := ListLinePlot[asynTotalGraph, ColorFunction -> "Rainbow",

PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, asynMaxTotal}},

PlotLabel -> Style["Total a-Syn (whole brain)", Bold], Filling -> Axis,

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

Show[GTotalasyn]
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ndeathBrainstem := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["ndeath_brainstem.csv"]]]

ndeathForebrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["ndeath_forebrain.csv"]]]

ndeathMidbrain := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["ndeath_midbrain.csv"]]]

ndeathNeocortex := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["ndeath_neocortex.csv"]]]

ndeathOlfactoryBulb := ToExpression[Flatten[Import["ndeath_olfactory_bulb.csv"]]]

ndeathBrainstemValues := ndeathBrainstem[[TimeIndices]]

ndeathForebrainValues := ndeathForebrain[[TimeIndices]]

ndeathMidbrainValues := ndeathMidbrain[[TimeIndices]]

ndeathNeocortexValues := ndeathNeocortex[[TimeIndices]]

ndeathOlfactoryBulbValues := ndeathOlfactoryBulb[[TimeIndices]]

ndeathTotalValues := ndeathBrainstemValues + ndeathForebrainValues + ndeathMidbrainValues

+ ndeathNeocortexValues + ndeathOlfactoryBulbValues

ndeathMaxRegions := 1 + Max[ndeathBrainstemValues, ndeathForebrainValues, ndeathMidbrainValues,

ndeathNeocortexValues, ndeathOlfactoryBulbValues]

ndeathMaxTotal := 1 + Max[ndeathTotalValues]

ndeathBrainstemGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, ndeathBrainstemValues}]

ndeathForebrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, ndeathForebrainValues}]

ndeathMidbrainGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, ndeathMidbrainValues}]

ndeathNeocortexGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, ndeathNeocortexValues}]

ndeathOlfactoryBulbGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, ndeathOlfactoryBulbValues}]

ndeathTotalGraph := Transpose[{TimeValues, ndeathTotalValues}]

G1ndeath := ListLinePlot[ndeathBrainstemGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, ndeathMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Red}, PlotLabel -> Style["Neuronal death (Brainstem)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G2ndeath := ListLinePlot[ndeathForebrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, ndeathMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Green}, PlotLabel -> Style["Neuronal death (Forebrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G3ndeath := ListLinePlot[ndeathMidbrainGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, ndeathMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Blue}, PlotLabel -> Style["Neuronal death (Midbrain)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G4ndeath := ListLinePlot[ndeathNeocortexGraph, PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, ndeathMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Darker[Yellow]}, PlotLabel -> Style["Neuronal death (Neocortex)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

G5ndeath := ListLinePlot[ndeathOlfactoryBulbGraph,

PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, ndeathMaxRegions}},

PlotStyle -> {Magenta}, PlotLabel -> Style["Neuronal death (Olfactory bulb)", Bold],

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

GTotalndeath := ListLinePlot[ndeathTotalGraph, ColorFunction -> "Rainbow",

PlotRange -> {{0, maxTime}, {0, ndeathMaxTotal}},

PlotLabel -> Style["Total neuronal death", Bold], Filling -> Axis,

Ticks -> {{0, 1000, 2000, 3000}}, ImageSize -> {200, 150}]

Show[GTotalndeath]

Rasterize[Grid[{{G3native, G3misfolded, G3oligomers, G3aggNuclei, G3LB, G3asyn, G3ndeath},

{G5native, G5misfolded, G5oligomers, G5aggNuclei, G5LB, G5asyn, G5ndeath},

{G1native, G1misfolded, G1oligomers, G1aggNuclei, G1LB, G1asyn, G1ndeath},

{G2native, G2misfolded, G2oligomers, G2aggNuclei, G2LB, G2asyn, G2ndeath},

{G4native, G4misfolded, G4oligomers, G4aggNuclei, G4LB, G4asyn, G4ndeath},

{GTotalnative, GTotalmisfolded, GTotaloligomers, GTotalaggNuclei, GTotalLB,

GTotalasyn, GTotalndeath}}]]
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